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Faulty Ef�ciency
HVAC engineers must be aware of unrealistic,

in�ated ef�ciency claims. 
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Editor's Note

By Herb Woerpel

Video Games and the
Built Environment

Buildings, and their occupants, will bene�t greatly if engineers and facility
managers opt to live in an immersive, connected world rather than one that's

prohibitively capped by the capabilities of Pong.

SCROLL

       Picture this: Your son or daughter races home from school, leaps off the bus, tears through the front door, only to

�nd their PlayStation 5 (PS5) has been replaced by an original Nintendo Entertainment System (NES).  Fortnite has

been swapped out with Duck Hunt. All the games must be loaded by hand — not accessed from the cloud — and he or

she must “blow the dust off” or wiggle the cartridges within the machine to make them work. The graphics are displayed

in 256-by-240 resolution rather than 1080p or 4K. Online gameplay doesn't exist. Wireless remotes with haptic

feedback, adaptive triggers, and built-in microphones are not available, as players must use wired, two-button paddles

instead. 

       While the children of the 1980s marveled at the wonders of the original Nintendo, today’s generation of gamers

laugh out loud at its clunky, brick-like appearance and pixelated gameplay. 

       Conducting some “research” for this column, I downloaded an NES simulator onto my 8- and 10-yeard-old boys’

PS5 (thanks, technology!). While I was highly entertained by a few rounds of Mike Tyson’s Punchout and Mega Man,

they simply shook their heads and left the room.  

Connected Devices         
       Much like video games, technological advances have reshaped the way we operate commercial buildings. While the

previous generation relied on pneumatic and analog electronic control devices to operate their facilities, many of

today’s buildings are run by digital controls. Practically all facets of a comfort system, including temperature, pressure,

humidity, occupancy, and ef�ciency — and the equipment responsible for these values — are capable of being monitored

analyzed, and controlled remotely from a smart device, from creation to distribution. 

       Remote technologies can be harbored in a number of ways. A building management system (BMS) can be used to

oversee all aspects of a facility, including the HVAC equipment, lighting apparatuses, security offerings, etc. With the

good, comes the bad: BMS systems are expensive. According to ENA Solutions, only 11% of commercial buildings under

50,000 square feet have a BMS, and 94% of commercial buildings fall under that size.  

       Direct-to-internet applications, or technology that allows devices to connect wirelessly through Wi-Fi or Bluetooth

interfaces, grant users the ability to manage and monitor equipment through a smart device without a third-party

device. Many boilers, water heaters, furnaces, etc., come equipped with some form of smart program boasting the

ability to monitor and customize its performance based on an individual building's needs. Over time, such intelligence

has improved tenfold, with some manufacturers implementing algorithms that allow equipment to adapt its output and

speed based on numerous variables.  

       Interfaces, such as Modbus, Lonwords, Metasys, etc., are yet another way equipment can “speak” to BMSs or other

analysis tools. 

       While operating “smart” devices independently is convenient, bundling all of a facility’s sensors/units into one BMS

will allow a building to operate more ef�ciently. Data shows buildings that embrace conected, IoT-solutions not only

tend to save money but operate more ef�ciently, more comfortably, and, on behalf of neuro-architecture, make us feel

better.

Photo courtesy of Unsplash

Safe and Secure
       A few weeks ago, my boys complained they were unable to play the PS5 games they’d downloaded from the server.

Upon investigation, I discovered that someone hacked into our account. While my credit card information hadn’t been

compromised, the hacker had assumed possession of our “primary console.” Luckily, a quick call to customer service

righted this wrong, and we were able to reclaim ownership of our device. I’ve since activated two-step safety

authentication to keep this from happening in the future.  

       The lesson here is that anything connected to the internet inherits risk, as connectivity opens a door for outsiders to

enter your systems.

       Many connected comfort systems are connected directly to the web, void of a �rewall, thus the only thing keeping a

user (or bad guy) from entering the system is a username and password. Unfortunately, hackers are fairly crafty when it

comes to cracking into systems. In fact, hackers have created search engines that can locate connected devices,

providing results by brand name or protocol.  

       Also, when a device is connected remotely, access is often granted to the vendor as well so they can troubleshoot

any issues. This allows hackers another window of opportunity. This played out in the worst way for a Florida water

treatment center, as hackers broke into the center's system and changed its chemical levels, making the water from the

location unsafe to consume. 

       Engineers, and others, are often granted access to BMS interfaces on their computers. In 2021, seeing that many

are still working from home, such dashboards may be installed on home computers — the same devices where

employees are checking their social media and personal email accounts. These sites are notorious for ransomware and

phishing attacks, putting systems even further at risk. As a result, it’s always best to house BMS software on an

application server or secluded workstation that’s secure and scanned for viruses and attackers regularly.  

Conclusion
       At the end of 2020, the average U.S. commercial building was about 53 years old. In technology years, 53 years may

be the equivalent to 530 years. Thus, today's buildings are light years behind the functionality of the original Nintendo.

The technology operating many of America's buildings is prehistoric. Do you work in any buildings where these systems

are still in use? 

       Do your clients a favor and introduce them to the advantages technology offers. And, when they do upgrade, make

sure to share the Florida water treatment story with them as well so that they're adequately protecting their

investment. 

       Buildings, and their occupants, will bene�t greatly if engineers and facility managers opt to live in an immersive,

connected world rather than one that's prohibitively capped by the capabilities of Pong.  

Herb Woerpel
Herb Woerpel is editor-in-chief of Engineered Systems. Contact him at
woerpelh@bnpmedia.com.
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Industry News

Grundfos Set to Acquire Mechanical
Equipment Co. Inc.

SCROLL

       BJERRINGBRO, Denmark — Grundfos agreed to acquire Mechanical Equipment Co. Inc. (MECO). 

       Based in the U.S., MECO is a global manufacturer of industrial water treatment equipment with manufacturing and

sales of�ces in the U.S., Singapore, and Ireland. The company has a strong presence in water treatment and a global

position in water puri�cation for the pharmaceutical market, owing to its proprietary vapour compression technology,

deep application knowledge and experience, and proven ability to offer reliable solutions to customers.

       This acquisition, which is pending regulatory approvals, will further expand Grundfos’s water treatment capabilities

and strengthen its position as a global provider of water treatment solutions that address the world’s water and climate

challenges and improve quality of life. When completed, it will represent the second such transaction since November

2020, when Grundfos acquired Eurowater, a European supplier of decentralized water treatment equipment and

solutions.

       “We see Grundfos and MECO as a perfect �t, and we are thrilled with the prospect of acquiring MECO. MECO is a

highly respected water treatment company with a formidable, focused skill set and portfolio of water treatment

solutions,” said Ulrik Gernow, group executive vice president and chief commercial of�cer at Grundfos. “This acquisition

is about much more than superior technology. Grundfos and MECO are founded on similar values, and we share a deep

commitment to innovation and sustainability as well as a genuine care for our customers and employees. Together, we

will leverage our combined experience and skills to create even better solutions for our customers.”

Cambridge Air Solutions Promotes
Matt Lanham and Rommel

Medrano

       ST. LOUIS — Cambridge Air Solutions named Matt Lanham director of sales and service and appointed Rommel

Medrano director of corporate marketing. These two leaders will be fundamental to �nd new and energizing channels to

allow Cambridge to continue to enrich the quality of every life the company touches.

       Lanham will �ll the role Doug Eisenhart vacated when he was promoted to president of the company. A regional

sales manager at Cambridge for the past �ve years, Lanham has worked closely with the network of manufacturing

representatives through a diligent continuous improvement mindset and played an integral role in developing a better

sales process to help the company’s reps better serve their customers.

       “My role will be focused on enriching the lives of the people using our products as well as the people doing business

with Cambridge,” said Lanham. “Whether it be by making our service team more accessible during high-demand seasons

or creating solutions to provide fresh, clean air to industrial facilities, my goal is to help business leaders create healthy

working environments for their hard-working people. Our mindset for the future includes products built for people

working inside manufacturing facilities and warehouses by improving indoor air quality and reducing the heat stress on

these buildings.”

       “Job No. 1 for our reenergized marketing team is to build on the foundational work of bringing glory and dignity

back to U.S. manufacturing,” said Medrano. “The initial and perhaps most critical step of identifying this need and

dedicating resources has already been completed by CEO John Kramer, current president Doug Eisenhart, and the

others in the Cambridge executive leadership team, along with guidance from outgoing president Marc Braun.”

Dewberry's Wilma Joyner Named
NCHEA Associate Board Member Elect

       FAIRFAX, Va. — Dewberry's senior marketing manager Wilma Joyner has been

appointed to the position of associate board member elect for the North Carolina

Healthcare Engineers Association's (NCHEA) 2021-2022 term. During the two year-

appointment, Joyner will serve �rst as an elect associate member before transitioning to the

role of associate member for the 2022-2023 term.    

       NCHEA is a state organization of the American Society for Healthcare Engineering

(ASHE) of the American Hospital Association, which is the largest association devoted to

professionals who design, build, maintain, and operate hospitals and other health care

facilities. Members include health care facility managers, engineers, architects, designers,

contractors, and infection control specialists. In her role as associate board member, Joyner

acts as a liaison between the board and associate members, serves on committees as

appointed by the NCHEA board or president, and is granted voting rights.

       As a senior marketing manager with more than 25 years of experience, Joyner is based in

Dewberry’s Raleigh, North Carolina, of�ce and has been with the �rm for 20 years. She

oversees the business development and sales and marketing efforts for the �rm’s

mechanical, electrical, plumbing, and structural (MEPS) service group. Joyner is involved in

Dewberry’s strategic initiatives and works with senior leadership to bring awareness to the

�rm’s name in the federal, state/local, and commercial markets.

Bernhard Nominated for Project of the
Year at Global P3 Awards 2021

       NEW ORLEANS — Bernhard was named as a �nalist for Project of the Year in P3 Bulletin’s P3 Awards 2021.

Finalists from across the world have been selected for their excellence in the area of Public Private Partnerships (P3).

       “It is an honor to be recognized globally for our work in the P3 arena,” said Rob Guthrie, executive vice president of

the development division at Bernhard. “Each of these projects offers unique bene�ts for the public sector, and we are

proud to be among the leaders of this movement in the United States.”

       The P3 Awards 2021 spotlights multiple categories celebrating the exemplary organizations, projects, and

individuals that have strengthened the development and implementation of P3 around the world.

       Bernhard’s work with East Alabama Medical Center (EAMC) was selected as one of 10 �nalists in the Project of the

Year - Social Infrastructure category. The nominees include projects located in the U.S. and Canada.

Johnson Controls Joins
Digital Twin Consortium

       MILWAUKEE — Johnson Controls joined the Digital Twin Consortium (DTC), an organization dedicated to

continued development of digital twin technology. The organization’s membership includes dozens of technology

companies, such as Autodesk, Microsoft, Lendlease, GE Digital, and Northrop Grumman.

       Johnson Controls joins a collaborative organization that pools resources in the development of digital twin

technology, allowing the group to stay on top of the latest technological advances and help in�uence standards for

adoption. The DTC aims to drive innovation through consistent architecture and design methods, open-source

collaboration, and the establishment of best practices for digital twin advancement.

       “By joining the DTC, Johnson Controls will drive the requirements for digital twin standards across built

environments to help align providers and system integrators while offering more value to customers who invest in

digital twins,” said Vijay Sankaran, vice president and chief technology of�cer, Johnson Controls. “We continuously

advocate the bene�ts of the digital twin concept among our partners and customers. Doing so helps Johnson Controls

develop deep relationships with DTC members, and we expect these connections to be a tremendous driver of digital

twin innovation.”

HARDI Distributors Report 26.4%
Revenue Increase in August

       COLUMBUS, Ohio — The average sales performance for Heating, Air-conditioning & Refrigeration Distributors

International (HARDI) distributors increased 26.4% during August. The average annual sales growth for the 12 months

through August is 18.7%.

       “August was the sixth month this year with sales growth that exceeded 20%,” said Brian Loftus, market research and

benchmarking analyst, HARDI. “Along with the continued underlying, strong demand, this month was helped by an extra

billing day, warmer than normal temps in �ve of seven regions, and passing through the price increases.”  

       The Days Sales Outstanding, a measure of how quickly customers pay their bills, was 40 days at the end of August.

The annual sales growth of 18.7% through August is a new record for HARDI distributor’s average annual growth rate.
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On The Internet

       Every successful project starts with a framework. A vision statement. A blueprint. The staff of Engineered Systems is

proud to present The Blueprint — a monthly Q&A interview with HVACR engineering’s leading voices. These one-on-

one discussions examine the trade’s history, current industry trends, the factors shaping the sector’s future, and more.

        

       In the most recent installment, Kevin O’Toole, co-founder and managing director of Exergyn Ltd., discusses shape

memory alloy (SMA) technology, its use in the U.S. and abroad, and much more. 

       Engineered Systems: Exergyn touts SMA as the “future of sustainable energy.” Seeing that you are well-informed on

the subject, can you please introduce us to SMA and explain how it works? 

       O’Toole: SMA is a unique metal alloy that exhibits two distinct behaviors — the shape memory effect and

superelasticity. Primarily made up of nickel and titanium, the alloy has two distinct metallic states — austenite and

martensite. Our thermal management solutions are based on superelasticity, where an external force — typically

generated by a hydraulic ram or electric actuator — compresses the SMA material. This results in an internal phase

change from austenite to martensite. In doing so, the material releases a large amount of latent heat. The reverse is true

during unloading in that the SMA absorbs a large amount of latent heat. This behavior mimics that of a refrigerant gas,

but we are doing so with no negative impact on the environment. This is quite unlike refrigerant gases, which are the

leading contributor to climate change. Since both our phases are metallic, we don’t suffer leaks and are thus global

warming potential (GWP)-free. (For reference, one unit of GWP is equivalent to the warming impact of one unit of CO2.

Most refrigerant gases have GWPs in the hundreds or thousands, and, thus, are extremely bad from a climate change

perspective). 

       The inherent advantage of SMA is that we are changing the ratios of the chemical elements in the matrix, meaning

we can optimize the material for different applications. So, an SMA stack for refrigeration looks almost identical to an

SMA stack for, say, a district heating application, with the only difference being the chemical ratios in the

microstructure. This means we have a very high commonality of components across the full spectrum of applications,

quite unlike the current HVACR landscape. 

 

       Engineered Systems: Is SMA expensive to own, operate, and maintain? 

       O’Toole: Not at all. SMA is made from nickel and titanium, mostly, both of which are common materials and

relatively ubiquitous. Our unique approach means we can use the lowest grade of material possible, which keeps system

costs as low as possible in terms of capex. We have had independent third parties assess our system manufacturing

costs at high volumes, and they expect us to be in line with today's traditional cooling systems, and, in some cases, we're

signi�cantly cheaper. From an opex perspective, we have demonstrated the equivalent of 40-plus years of operation in

accelerated testing of the SMA, which will ensure maintenance of the SMA stacks is kept to a minimum. The balance of

the plant is all made of standard items and engineering materials and, as such, is subject to standard maintenance and

its associated costs.  

Read the entire interview on Engineered Systems’ website. 

SCROLL

       Percussive Maintenance is de�ned as the use of physical concussion, such as a knock or a tap, in an attempt to make

a malfunctioning device or person work. In Engineered Systems’ Percussive Maintenance podcast, we’re poised to do

much more than rattle the engineering industry’s exterior, we’re digging deeper into the subjects and topics that matter

most with some of the industry’s most important names.         
       In the latest episode, Kevin Brown, vice president of engineering at ABM and member of Energy Management

Association’s (EMA’s) board of directors; and Jennifer Szaro, president and CEO at Association of Energy Service

Professionals (AESP), discuss the details behind the organizations’ recent partnership.

Click here to listen to the latest episode of the Percussive Maintenance podcast.  
 

There's More to Explore

Facebook Twitter LinkedIn YouTube

Photo courtesy of Unsplash & Pixabay

Prescient Technical Services - Video 1: Gas Piping Valve Mistakes
       Gas piping valve mistakes cost two lives and more than $30 million in damages annually. Here are some actions that

can be taken to avoid these simple mistakes, courtesy of John Puskar, P.E., president of Prescient Technical Services. 

See the video on Engineered Systems’ website. 
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Back 2 Basics

New Cooling Tower for a Pharmaceutical
HVAC Replacement Using Design-Bid-Build

Project Delivery

SCROLL

Project Delivery Method: Design-bid-build (DBB)

Owner Team: Pharmaceutical building manager, owner representative consultant, facility manager (in-house staff), and

third-party commissioning (Cx) agent

Project Delivery Team: HVAC consulting �rm’s project manager and design engineer; electrical, plumbing, and

structural engineer consultants; and the utility company representative

HVAC Project Delivery Team: The HVAC contractor was awarded the project based on the contract document bid as

well as the “best value” in lieu of the lowest bid. Other team members include the DBB HVAC job superintendent,

supervisor, automatic temperature control (ATC) subcontractor, and the rigging subcontractor

2019 ASHRAE Handbook HVAC Application: Commercial & Public Buildings, Chapter 3; and Industrial Air-

Conditioning, Chapter 15

2020 ASHRAE Handbook HVAC Systems and Equipment: Condenser Water Systems, Chapter 14; and Cooling

Towers, Chapter 40

Project Type: Infrastructure (central process cooling and HVAC chilled water system cooling) and facility differed

maintenance master plan implementation

References: 2019 ASHRAE Handbook, HVAC Applications; and 2020 ASHRAE Handbook, HVAC Systems and

Equipment

Other References: Cooling Technology Institute (cooling towers); ASHRAE Guideline 22, Instrumentation for

Monitoring Central Chilled Water Plant Ef�ciency; ASHRAE Fundamentals of Design and Control of Central Chilled-

Water Plants; ASHRAE Standard 202, Commissioning Process for Buildings and Systems; and Facility Condition Index

(FCI) – a standard facility condition benchmark

DESIGN INTENT DOCUMENT (DID)
       The HVAC system selection and design intent are based on the process outlined in ASHRAE Handbook 2020,

Chapter 1, HVAC System Analysis and Selection, and included FCI �nancial evaluation by the company’s asset master

plan to repair rather than replace the two 800-ton cooling towers serving the pharmaceutical company’s condenser

water system. The existing towers were in poor operating condition, unreliable, and expensive to operate.

       A DBB �rm, which also serves as the pharmaceutical facility’s mechanical service company contractor, was chosen

as the best value prime contractor for the job.

       Existing equipment to remain as part of the condenser water system includes the plate and frame heat exchangers

and split-case pumps with standby pumps, each with variable frequency drives (VFDs). Automatic controls shall include

new controls, a BACnet interface, and an internet interface with an existing building automation system (BAS) interface.

       The infrastructure program and project goals shall include energy performance goals and budget goals, i.e., �rst cost,

operating cost, life cycle cost, and return on investment (ROI). The timeline shall be completed during heating season.

The management goals include reduced energy consumption and improved reliability.

       The pharmaceutical owner’s team shall contract the services of an owner representative to facilitate the DBB

process from conceptual design intent documents through the one-year warranty phase.

       The owner representative shall contract the services of a third-party commissioning agent to assist in the

overseeing of the DBB contract and compliance with the design team’s contract documents.

DESIGN CRITERIA DOCUMENT
The HVAC design criteria shall be in sync with the project delivery method. The equipment retro�t replacement is

based on contract drawings and speci�cations, including division 1 general conditions and supplementary general

conditions.

The design criteria shall be based on an existing ATC sequence of operation for the pharmaceutical’s process chilled

water system that operates year-round and the HVAC chilled water system during the air conditioning season.

The new cooling towers shall each be capable of operating year-round and be furnished with electric sump pan

heaters and pump head pressure control on heating season VFD process cooling. During air conditioning season, the

two new towers, each sized for two-thirds of the total cooling capacity shall operate in parallel with the associated

VFD chilled water and condenser water pumping systems.  

Condenser water pipe distribution shall be insulated and include electrical heat tracing on the winter outdoor pipe

distribution.

The existing plate and frame heat exchanger shall function on waterside economizer mode operation with one new

cooling tower with the plate and frame heat exchanger separating process chilled water from condenser water

system, while the HVAC chilled water system and associated pumps shall be off during the heating season.

Based on the infrastructure and management project goals, the condenser water and chilled water systems shall have

�ow meters and Btuh energy metering furnished and installed per ASHRAE Guideline 22, Instrumentation for

Monitoring Central Chilled Water Plant Ef�ciency.

The addition of a new BAS computer system with remote monitoring and management shall be interfaced with the

existing process chilled water system and HVAC chilled water system to reduce operating cost and enhance

operation and maintenance year-round.

Image courtesy of Babcock & Wilcox Enterprises Inc.
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Conditioning Season, the Two New Towers, Each Sized for Two-Thirds of the Total Cooling Capacity Shall Operate

in Parallel with the Associated VFD Chilled Water and Condenser Water Pumping Systems

Condenser Water Pipe Distribution Shall Be Insulated and Include Electrical Heat Tracing on Winter Outdoor Pipe

Distribution

Existing Plate and Frame Heat Exchanger Shall Function on Waterside Economizer Mode Operation with One New

Cooling Tower with the Plate and Frame Heat Exchanger Separating the Process Chilled Water from the

Condenser Water System, while the HVAC Chilled Water System and Associated Pumps Shall Be off During the

Heating Season

The Addition of a New BAS Computer System with Remote Monitoring and Management Shall Be Interfaced with

the New Process Chilled Water System to Reduce Operating Costs and Enhance Operation and Maintenance of

this Year-Round Application

DBB HVAC Design and Energy Engineers Shall Provide System Flow Diagrams with Associated Automatic Energy

Management Control and Sequence of Operation

Based on the Infrastructure and Management Project Goals, the Condenser Water and Chilled Water Systems

Shall Have Flow Meters and Btuh Energy Metering Furnished and Installed Per ASHRAE Guideline 22,

Instrumentation for Monitoring Central Chilled Water Plant Ef�ciency
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DESIGN INTENT DOCUMENT (DID)
The HVAC System Selection and Design Intent Are Based on the Process Outlined in ASHRAE Handbook 2020,

Chapter 1, HVAC System Analysis and Selection

The HVAC System Selection and Design Intent Are Based on the FCI Financial Evaluation to Repair Rather than

Replace the Two 800-Ton Cooling Towers

The DBB Firm was the “Best Value” Prime Contractor for the Job

System Constraints and Constructability Constraints, Including Reuse of the Plate and Frame Heat Exchanger;

Evaporative Cooling Tower; and Split-Case Pump with Standby Pump, Each with Variable Speed Drives

Automatic Controls Shall Reuse the Existing ATC without BACnet Interface, Internet Interface, or Existing BAS

Interface

Program and Project Goals, Including Energy Performance Goals and First Cost, Operating Cost, Life Cycle Cost,

and Return-On-Investment Goals

In-House Mechanical and Electrical Operation and Maintenance Management

[  ] Condenser Water Pipe Distribution Is Schedule 80 Steel without Insulation, and Chilled Water Pipe Distribution

Is Schedule 40 Steel with Insulation

DESIGN CRITERIA DOCUMENT
The HVAC Design Criteria Shall Be in Sync with the Project Delivery Method, and the Energy Retro�t Is Based on

Performance Contract Operation and Maintenance Return on Investment

The Design Criteria shall Be Based on an Energy Audit of the Pharmaceutical Facility’s Process Chilled Water

System Performance During the Heating Season

The New Cooling Towers Shall Each Be Capable of Operating Year-Round and Shall Be Furnished with Electric

Sump Pan Heaters and Pump Head Pressure Control on Heating Season VFD Process Cooling. During Air

Conditioning Season, the Two New Towers, Each Sized for Two-Thirds of the Total Cooling Capacity Shall Operate

in Parallel with the Associated VFD Chilled Water and Condenser Water Pumping Systems

Condenser Water Pipe Distribution Shall Be Insulated and Include Electrical Heat Tracing on Winter Outdoor Pipe

Distribution

Existing Plate and Frame Heat Exchanger Shall Function on Waterside Economizer Mode Operation with One New

Cooling Tower with the Plate and Frame Heat Exchanger Separating the Process Chilled Water from the

Condenser Water System, while the HVAC Chilled Water System and Associated Pumps Shall Be off During the

Heating Season

The Addition of a New BAS Computer System with Remote Monitoring and Management Shall Be Interfaced with

the New Process Chilled Water System to Reduce Operating Costs and Enhance Operation and Maintenance of

this Year-Round Application

DBB HVAC Design and Energy Engineers Shall Provide System Flow Diagrams with Associated Automatic Energy

Management Control and Sequence of Operation

Based on the Infrastructure and Management Project Goals, the Condenser Water and Chilled Water Systems

Shall Have Flow Meters and Btuh Energy Metering Furnished and Installed Per ASHRAE Guideline 22,

Instrumentation for Monitoring Central Chilled Water Plant Ef�ciency
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Case In Point

JackRabbit Stores Save $25,000 Annually via
Energy Efficiency as a Service Program

SCROLL

Twenty-nine US locations bene�ted from no-cost LED lighting and HVAC energy upgrades.

FIGURE 1: Headquartered in Denver, JackRabbit is an omni-channel specialty retailer focused on delivering products
and solutions that serve the needs of the active and running community.
Photos courtesy of Budder�y

       Headquartered in Denver, JackRabbit is an omni-channel specialty retailer focused on delivering products and

solutions that serve the needs of the active and running community. To date, JackRabbit has more than 135 retail store

locations that connect with people who are passionate about living an active lifestyle, carrying the latest premium

�tness products and offering training programs and free �t analysis services. 

       JackRabbit set out to improve the lighting and environmental conditions within its store locations. However, the

expenses and operational disruptions of installing and maintaining LED lighting quickly began to mount. Additionally,

maintaining the HVAC systems at JackRabbit stores was stretching the company's budget to the breaking point, but the

cost of replacing/upgrading these units was prohibitive.

       JackRabbit acquired Olympia Sports in 2019, which included 20 locations where Budder�y was already providing

effortless energy ef�ciency. Based on the results Budder�y had already achieved for Olympia Sports, JackRabbit chose

Budder�y to create Energy Ef�ciency as a Service (EEaaS) solutions at its stores at no out-of-pocket expense.

Budder�y’s no-risk solution model, technology, monitoring, and expertise allowed JackRabbit to create a brighter, more

comfortable shopping experience for customers; ended HVAC maintenance worries; and reduced the company’s

carbon footprint.

       As of January 2021, Budder�y is providing solutions at 29 locations across the U.S. and plans to add approximately

50 additional locations by the end of 2021. The facility upgrades Budder�y created include new HVAC chips, premium

adjustable LED lighting systems, smart thermostats throughout each room of every location, and variable speed fan

motors.

       Through these solutions, JackRabbit realized average energy savings of $25,000 (583,740 kWh) in 2020 and

avoided more than $400,000 in capital investments (approximately $16,7000 per location, on average).

FIGURE 2: Through Budder�y's solutions, JackRabbit realized average energy savings of $25,000 (583,740 kWh saved) in
2020 and avoided more than $400,000 in capital investments (approximately $16,700 per location, on average).

       Budder�y not only supplies 100% of the capital investment for all of these upgrades but also assumes the ongoing

maintenance and monitoring services of equipment. By reducing overall electricity usage, Budder�y is also helping

JackRabbit reduce its carbon footprint and gain important analytical insights.
        “We saw the proof of concept and work Budder�y had completed with the Olympia Sports store locations, and it

became apparent that having them replicate this for JackRabbit would give us one less management headache to deal

with,” said Timothy Styler, distribution, procurement, and operational solutions, JackRabbit. “With JackRabbit backed by

private equity �rm CriticalPoint Capital, Budder�y presented a great alternative to spending investment money on

upfront lighting and HVAC costs and, instead, achieve energy savings on our own.”
        The detailed analytics of energy usage and savings (included without charge as part of Budder�y’s EEaaS solution)

will be used for CriticalPoint Capital presentations and marketing materials.

FIGURE 3: Budder�y not only supplies 100% of the capital investment for all of these upgrades but also assumes the
ongoing maintenance and monitoring services of equipment.  

       Budder�y is able to �nance and deliver all the bene�ts of Jackrabbit’s upgrades and ongoing solutions (and to create

their own pro�ts) through the ability to generate unprecedented energy savings. The solutions implemented by

Budder�y reduced JackRabbit’s energy consumption dramatically. A portion of the money saved goes back to

JackRabbit in the form of facility improvements and 24/7/365 monitoring and maintenance services as well as long-

term contracted savings.
        “Budder�y’s energy-ef�cient equipment not only helps JackRabbit to reduce its carbon footprint to the equivalent

of 2,254 barrels of oil saved but also helps them extend the operating life of each HVAC unit,” said Al Subbloie, CEO,

Budder�y. “We are proud that JackRabbit is leveraging our EEaaS data to help prove their sustainability and to ensure

their customers are more comfortable at each store location.”
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Commissioning

Comparing and Contrasting
Process and Technical

Commissioning
Process commissioning is not commissioning, according to industry leaders

who have worked hard for the past three decades to de�ne and standardize a
strong and meaningful process.

SCROLL

By Rebecca T. Ellis, P.E., CXA, CCP, BCxP

       I understand there are some commissioning providers who deliver commissioning differently than I have been

writing about for the past 24 years. This alternate approach is called “process commissioning,” whereas the industry

standard commissioning process is called “technical commissioning.” Dave McFarlane, a now-retired building

performance professional and long-time ASHRAE member, has written and presented about the differences between

process commissioning and technical commissioning.

       The earliest mention I could �nd was an article authored by McFarlane in the June 2013 ASHRAE Journal. There, he

writes, “Technical commissioning is based primarily on hands-on inspections and functional testing and veri�cation of

building systems performance. This form of commissioning does not rely on observing or reviewing inspection and

testing processes performed by others. The technical commissioning approach ensures that the commissioning

authority is the �nal expert that actually performs or observes proper testing on all building systems.”

       And, according to McFarlane, “Process commissioning manages project quality by observing and reviewing the

inspection and testing processes that are followed by the project’s designers, engineers, and contractors. In this form of

commissioning, engineers and contractors serve as the project’s technical experts and provide the testing expertise for

building operations and testing. Under process commissioning, the commissioning authority provides the outline of the

commissioning process, which is then implemented by engineers and/or contractors."

       Technical commissioning is the process de�ned, standardized, and promoted by mainstream professional

commissioning organizations, including, but not limited to, the Building Commissioning Association, ASHRAE, the

Associated Air Balance Council (AABC) Commissioning Group (ACG), and National Environmental Balancing Bureau

(NEBB). It is also the process required by the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) for Leadership in Energy and

Environmental Design (LEED) certi�cation. As far as I know, these organizations do not formally recognize process

commissioning as a thing.

[gilaxia]/[E+] via Getty Images

       I am writing about it, though, because process commissioning apparently is a thing. I have personally never run into

it, either in requests for commissioning proposals or informally speaking with building owners, engineers, and/or

contractors about their commissioning experiences; however, I thought this column would be a good place to

acknowledge it, in case readers do encounter process commissioning in their professional lives.

       Process commissioning sounds like an administrative function that de�nes what the design and construction team

needs to do for “commissioning” and then collects paperwork documenting the tasks are completed and, hopefully,

recording some critical system parameters. It sounds like the design team and contractors are expected to follow the

process to document that all systems perform as required.

       However, we all know that building systems, especially complex ones, often do not function properly when they are

�rst started up and programmed. In addition, there are too many schedule and budget pressures on the design and

construction team at the end of construction for them to be completely objective when it comes to the project’s quality.

Without a third-party commissioning authority (CxA) actively participating in and observing systems performance

testing/demonstration along with the designers and contractors, the validity of their documentation can be suspect.

       This defeats one of the primary purposes of commissioning, i.e., for the building owner/operator to be con�dent the

new systems perform as required and are comprehensively and accurately documented. Process commissioning could

be �ne if the systems are perfect at the end of construction, but if the owner/operator has issues after building turn-

over, �nding and resolving the root causes of the issues and the responsible parties will be little-to-no different than

they would be for a noncommissioned building.

       Technical commissioning almost always involves a third-party professional CxA with no ties to the design and

construction teams. The CxA is solely interested in con�rming, on the building owner/operator’s behalf, that the

building systems perform as required and that the owner/operator has the documentation and training required to

sustain that performance over the life of the systems. These professionals document what they have seen with their

own eyes and do not primarily collect paper documenting other people’s experiences.

       Process commissioning is not “commissioning,” according to industry leaders who have worked hard for the past

three decades to de�ne and standardize a strong and meaningful process. It may be a process some building owners

choose, for whatever reasons, but those building owners should understand the difference between it and industry-

standard technical commissioning.

Rebecca T. Ellis, P.E., CXA, CCP, BCxP
Rebecca Ellis is president of Questions & Solutions Engineering Inc. in Chaska, Minnesota.
Email her at rebecca.ellis@qseng.com.

WWW.ESMAGAZINE.COM/ELLIS
Use this handy shortcut to see Rebecca’s entire online archive of commissioning insights.
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Building Health: A Physician’s View

Does Nature Impact the Rise and
Fall of COVID-19 Cases?

Recognizing the role of nature in airborne disease transmission is a major step
in the path to comprehend the past and address the future.

By Stephanie Taylor, M.D., M. ARCH, CIC

SCROLL

[Francesco Scatena]/[Collection iStock / Getty Images Plus] via Getty Images

       Since the start of the COVID-19 pandemic, much has been learned about the SARS-CoV-2 virus and the COVID-19

disease it causes. For example, we now know the most prominent route of disease spread is indoor airborne

transmission through large and small droplets. While much has been learned, we still do not understand why disease

rates occasionally rise and fall nearly simultaneously around the world.  

       Behavioral actions, such as isolation, social distancing, and mask wearing, as well as vaccinations, have proven to be

effective in mitigating transmission. We see that COVID case rates �uctuate dramatically around the globe, affected by

the community and regional mitigating actions described above as well as by movement of people through immigration,

migration, and visitation. We struggle with challenges brought on by the nonconformity that seems to be related to the

complex environment we live in today; however, there is evidence that Mother Nature is doing her part to protect us.

       Analysis of data from around the world has yielded clues that natural phenomena, in addition to human activities,

impact COVID transmission. Global data shows again and again that abrupt declines in new cases begin on

approximately the same day in many places. To delve into the reasons for concurrent changes in disease rates, data

from the U.S. was studied because of its size, diverse geology, and extensive COVID data.        

FIGURE 1: A radon and sunspot summary across 13 U.S. states. 
Photo courtesy of Building4Health

       We investigated why some states had increasing COVID cases while others with nearly identical demographics

were either stable or decreasing. A common denominator associated with downturns in COVID rates is local

background radiation from geological stores of radium, which decays to radon. In my March column, I described how

snow cover acts as a barrier, keeping radon from being releaed into the outdoor environment, channeling it instead into

buildings thorough cracks and openings in below-ground basements or slabs. At that time, we postulated that solar

�ares in early January, modulated by regional snow blanketing, increased indoor radon to levels that were viricidal to

SARS-CoV-2 and consequently decreased COVID-19 cases. With further research, it became clear that at this same

time, surface radon levels were also increased by solar and lunar positions that maximized tidal forces on the Earth. If

our hypothesis is correct, this was a fortunate coincidence that further contributed to the Jan. 12 global drop in COVID

cases.

       In the summer and early fall of 2021, simultaneous decreases in COVID-19 cases were, again, observed around the

world. Yet, there was no snow cover to explain this trend. We now asked, “What non-wintertime seasonal events could

modulate indoor radon levels?”

The Big Picture
       Solar �ares bombard the Earth with energy in the form of heat, ionizing radiation, electromagnetic radiation, and

Coronal Mass Ejections (CME). CMEs are gas and magnetized plasma that rocket away from the sun at millions of miles

per hour. The ionizing radiation is mainly in the form of ultraviolet light, X-rays, and gamma rays. The electromagnetic

radiation protects the Earth from potentially harmful ionizing radiation, creates tension in the earth's crust, and causes

�ssures through which radon �ows to the surface. In fact, increases in soil radon following solar �ares is a recognized

precursor to earthquakes. It is interesting to note the dramatic drop in COVID cases in Haiti following a major solar

�are on July 3, prior to the 7.1 magnitude earthquake on Aug. 14. While ionizing radiation could inhibit SARS-CoV-2

outdoors if it reached the Earth, it does not penetrate structures, and, therefore, it is not considered a major factor in

the spread of COVID, as more than 90% of the disease is transmitted indoors.

       Radon decays to radioactive Polonium218, Bismuth214, Lead214, and Polonium214 particles. We now know from

a separate line of research that these radioactive particles can destroy SARS-CoV-2 .

       During the spring of 2021, in the North Central U.S., a signi�cant drought caused deep crevices in the ground and

increased indoor radon levels in these regions. The increased radon correlated with a fall in COVID cases. In a

seemingly contradictory way, heavy rain also increases indoor radon by diverting ground-level radon into structures.

The June-September rainy season in the Southeastern U.S., with concurrent increases in indoor radon, may be one of

factors that contributed to the dramatic drop in COVID cases in early September in this region.

       Limited data shows a correlation between peak soil radon and the 11-year solar cycle maxima, and average indoor

radon levels in 13 U.S. states from 2000-2019 shows a relationship with the solar cycle as well. Further, the data shows

a two-time difference in average indoor radon levels from 2008-2019 between the states with high background

radiation and those with low background radiation.

       It is known that radon decay products are disruptive to the DNA of human cells and have been associated with lung

cancer. For this reason, building codes regulate maximum levels of radon. Nevertheless, the question remains: Does

radon impact indoor COVID transmission, and, if so, could low levels safely mitigate COVID-19 disease? We should at

least consider the possibility that synchronous, global �uctuations in COVID-19 disease rates may be modulated by

natural phenomena, such as solar �ares and weather, that increase indoor radon levels.  

       Clearly, possible correlation of COVID cases and radon is multivariable and complex. A lack of comprehensive and

consistent radon measurements in some regions increases the challenge. Furthermore, every epidemiologist knows

correlation does not necessarily mean causation.

       Despite these complexities, numerous examples make a compelling case that indoor radon concentration is related

to the spread of COVID. However, research is necessary to demonstrate the impact of radon decay products on SARS-

CoV-2, and comprehensive analysis of radon data is needed to con�rm a causal relationship between radon and

changes in COVID case trajectories.

       Radon may be an important connection between natural events outdoors and airborne disease transmission

indoors. A recent article stated, “If we don’t fully understand what causes the rise and fall of pathogens, how can we

possibly hope to tame them?” Recognizing the role of nature in airborne disease transmission is a major step in the path

to comprehend the past and address the future.   

Stephanie Taylor, CEO and founder of Building4Health Inc
Dr. Stephanie Taylor, a graduate of Harvard Medical School (MD) and Norwich University
(master’s in architecture), is the founder and president of Building4Health Inc. She now
focuses her lifelong commitment to promoting health on improving the safety of the built
environment. Her work has been published in Nature, Science, and other peer-reviewed
journals.

Use this handy shortcut to see Stephanie’s entire online archive of IAQ insights.
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Security & Resiliency

Functional Recovery as a
Measure of Resilience

Regarding extreme events, guidelines are needed to de�ne what is acceptable
under such conditions.

By Scott Campbell, Ph.D, P.E.

SCROLL

       Resilience is de�ned by an industry consortium as the ability to prepare and plan for, absorb, recover from, and

more successfully adapt to adverse events. One of the more interesting aspects of the discussions around resilience is

the concept of recovering after an event. Typically, in the design phase, we aim to ensure the damage due to an event is

limited to some prescribed level or that, under normal operations, the building systems will perform in a certain way.

What is not generally considered is the time or cost of recovery. Since designing to have no damage under any

conditions is not realistic, to have true resilience in a community, the buildings and infrastructure must be designed to

return to functionality for a reasonable cost and within a speci�ed time frame. 

       Before and after Hurricane Katrina, New Orleans serves as an interesting example. The population of the “Big Easy”

in 2000 was 484,674. That dropped by more than 50% in the immediate aftermath of the 2005 hurricane, and, even

now, the population has only recovered to about 80% (391,495) of its previous high. A closer look at the data shows

the most vulnerable members of the community are also the least likely to have returned. The infrastructure, including

homes, of�ces, industry, etc., was so severely damaged that repair and recovery took an exceedingly long time. During

that time, many of those who relocated intended to return, though, once they put down new roots, they weren't in a

position or were unwilling to return once the recovery was substantially complete.

Image courtesy of Unsplash.

       Events, such as Katrina, and previous disasters, including the Loma Prieta and Northridge earthquakes, led to the

development of the concept of functional recovery. As de�ned by National Institute of Standards and Technology

(NIST) and Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), “Functional recovery is a post-event performance state in

which the building is maintained or restored to safely and adequately support the basic intended functions associated

with the pre-event use or occupancy.” Although this seems straightforward, the de�nition of the “basic intended

functions” of a building is left open to interpretation.

       One answer is that the basic intended functions are all the functionality that was in place before the event. That is, a

return to full normal operations. This is certainly true in the longer term, where the building systems are intended get

back to 100% functionality. But, is that what is really needed to ful�ll the basic mission of the building in the short term?

The answer to that question varies greatly depending on the building use and its importance to the owner or

community. For example, while we certainly want IAQ to meet current standards, is it acceptable to meet some lower

standards for a short period of time while repairs are being planned and implemented? If so, what is that lower

standard, and for how long is it acceptable? Questions such as these are not generally addressed by national codes and

standards, which typically deal with the functionality for long-term occupancy.

       Note that the concept of functionality does not apply only to those events that might cause physical damage to the

building or its systems. The heat wave in the Paci�c Northwest this past summer is another example where functionality

below normal operations might be suf�cient to allow buildings to continue to provide their basic functions in light of an

event, that is, to be resilient. Most buildings in the affected area were not designed to handle large cooling loads, it just

wasn’t typically necessary. But, does failure to be able to cool to 68°F constitute failure? What alternative temperature

levels would be acceptable for a short duration? Should this lower level of functionality during extreme events be

considered during the design phase? If the answer is that we should include extreme event performance, then guidelines

are needed for what is acceptable under those extreme conditions, and the owners should be able to specify how they

want their buildings to perform.

       Designing, building, and operating buildings to achieve enhanced resilience is possible, but we must be clear about

what we mean by resilience. Functional resilience is a way of putting numbers to the performance we want to achieve

and thus provides a benchmark against which we can measure our success. However, there is still a lot of work to do

regarding exactly what functionality is required in different scenarios and providing guidance to designers and owners

on how to realize those ideas. Discussing the concepts is a �rst step along the road to true resilience.

Scott Campbell, Ph. D, P.E.
Scott Campbell is senior vice president of structures and codes for the National Ready
Mixed Concrete Association. He holds bachelor and master’s degrees in civil engineering
from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and a Ph.D from the University of
California at Berkeley. He has published numerous articles in the areas of nonlinear
analysis and blast design of buildings and is an active member on various committees of the
American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE), ASHRAE, and the American Concrete
Institute (ACI). He is also a member of the board of directors and past president of the
Architectural Engineering Institute (AEI) of ASCE. Campbell is a registered professional
engineer in six states.
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Building Automation

Trend Analysis for
Humidity Issues

By Matthew Foley, P.E.

SCROLL

For every step change in temperature, you should see an opposing
proportional step change in relative humidity.

       Living in the Southeastern U.S. and working for an HVAC and controls service provider, I’ve seen some cases of

humidity issues that need investigating. Trend analysis can be an excellent tool. Here are a few examples that really

illustrate the value trend analysis can provide.

Relative Changes in Relative Humidity
       Several years ago, I was assisting on a warranty call for a computer room air conditioner (CRAC) unit in a server

room for a �ight simulator suite. The owner required 72°F +/-2° and 50% RH +/-2%, and we were at 70° and 53% RH. I

had the equipment manufacturer on the phone, and the technical support person told me to bump the temperature set

point up by 1° (I begrudgingly complied). Sure enough, within a few minutes, my relative humidity was in tolerance and

my zone temperature still was too. That day, I learned a practical lesson about why it’s called “relative” humidity. When

observing the trends of temperature and relative humidity under most conditions, they should sort of mirror each other

– as the temperature trend has a local maximum, the relative humidity should have a local minimum. For every step

change in temperature, you should see an opposing proportional step change in relative humidity. 

       More recently, I was looking through zone temperature and humidity trends for a customer who had some rampant

humidity issues, and I noticed that every time the HVAC would turn off, the zone temperature and relative humidity

would both increase sharply. The fact that the change was sharp combined with the fact that the changes did not move

opposite indicated an exogenous effect — namely that moist air was in�ltrating the space as soon as the forced-air

system stopped running.

Image courtesy of Unsplash

Unsynchronized Equipment
       Trend analysis revealed the same in�ltration problem in a different pattern but in a con�rming way. As many of you

may know, most commercial buildings should be pressurized from neutral to slightly positive with respect to the

outdoors. In the simplest case of packaged rooftop units with associated powered exhaust, this generally means that if

air is being exhausted from the building, some forced ventilation means should also be running, preferably with the

ability to condition the incoming air (i.e., the packaged rooftop unit). We con�rmed that the exhaust fans for the building

were running at all times, even though the associated rooftop units were turning off at night. 

       One can �nd similar issues to this one when maintenance teams choose to block off outdoor air intakes in the

wintertime to protect cooling coils, but this often effectively means the exhaust systems are causing unconditioned air

to enter the building under doors and other openings, rather than through the air conditioning system.

Discharge Air Temperature Control
       There are a handful of strategies HVAC systems employ to accomplish dehumidi�cation. Sometimes, desiccant

wheels are used in equipment, and, other times, a strategy is used with cooling and subsequent reheat, and, in yet others

still, a strategy is employed where cold air is brought into the space at a reduced air�ow rate. For the latter two, the

balance being struck is cooling the air to the point of saturation but not so much as to overcool the space. 

       In separate cases, I’ve observed humidity issues in a building that really wasn’t designed to control it (surprise,

surprise). This system uses hydronic cooling and heating to maintain zone temperature, but it doesn’t monitor relative

humidity. In answering a trouble call about humidity, one of our �eld staff called for support to review trend data and

commented that it didn’t seem like the air-handling unit was making cold enough air to really help with dehumidi�cation.

We looked over the trends and found the unit rarely made colder than 60° discharge air temperature, and this had to do

with the fact that the cooling control loop was tuned to manage zone temperature rather than discharge temperature.

Trends Won’t Tell You Everything
       When troubleshooting issues with an HVAC control system, sometimes you �nd a single culprit, and other times you

�nd compounding issues. When you use trend analysis, you’re more likely to �nd multiple contributing factors, since

you’re able to look at how things behave when you can’t be there to experience it. On the other hand, sometimes you

really do just have to be there. After making the determinations I mentioned above about the moist air in�ltration and

the mismatched equipment schedules, our service team visited the building to meet with the customer about what steps

we were taking to resolve their issues. Walking into the lobby, one had to admire the beautiful wall decor made of

potted plants that were probably watered daily and likely contributing to the moisture issues.

Matthew Foley , P.E.
Matthew Foley, P.E., has been part of the building automation industry since 2006. He got his
start doing commissioning and retro-commissioning as a project engineer with EMC Engineers
and meandered through the industry to specialize in integration projects and controls upgrade
projects for government clients both inside and outside the U.S. During this time, he earned his
certi�cation as a professional engineer in the state of North Carolina for control systems
engineering. Later, he worked as a sales support engineer for Distech Controls, helping factory
authorized system integrators use best practices with building automation products. He
currently works as the director of energy services and technology for CMS Controls, a provider
for building automation projects in the Southeastern U.S. When he’s not working, he enjoys
spending time with his wife and their baby girl and tinkering with new computer programming
languages.
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COVER STORY

Beware of Faulty 
Efficiency Claims

If industry outsiders were to add up all the promotional claims related to the energy
performance of building systems and their associated energy savings, they could

reasonably assume our industry has achieved maximum energy savings and there are
no building systems left to improve upon.

By Ionel Petrus, P.E., CEM, LEED AP BD+C

       In regard to building automation systems (BASs), there is no shortage of various controls solutions, whole building

and/or plant optimization packages, and �xes utilizing arti�cial intelligence (AI) algorithms in this industry. Similarly,

there is no shortage of claims of energy savings on behalf of the providers of these solutions. Some of these claims are

quite unrealistic, while others are absolute greenwashing. What is the value to the environment when a solution claims

a 10% reduction in the source energy use intensity (EUI) if the net source EUI is 200? Is our message to the

environment that “it could have been worse,” and the building should still get an award for decreasing the EUI by 20? If

industry outsiders were to add up all the promotional claims related to the energy performance of building systems and

their associated energy savings, they could reasonably assume our industry has achieved maximum energy savings and

there are no building systems left to improve upon. Most new BAS and optimization solutions are far from achieving

their promised energy savings.

       Further, in order for an industry professional to be able to discern the "noise" from the "real" and valid solutions,

one needs to have a good understanding of BAS basics. This article is the �rst of a two-part series intended to provide

industry professionals with a few tools that could help them see beyond the smoke and mirrors. 

       In general, at the core of each typical BAS controller, there is a library of proportional integral derivative (PID) loops

used to control and/or monitor the various control points, aka variables, connected to the controller. Figure 1 shows a

sample controls diagram and control logic for a single-duct variable air volume (VAV) box with hot water reheat coil.

       A controls sequence loop for the control valve that directs the �ow of hot water may be similar to 1) when the space

temperature falls below set point, the heating loop shall be enabled; 2) from 0%-100%, the heating loop shall increase

the discharge air temperature from the air-handling unit (AHU) supply air temperature to the maximum discharge air

temperature set point, and 3) The VAV damper shall be modulated to maintain the measured air�ow at the active

air�ow set point. The active air�ow set point shall be the minimum air�ow set point. It’s important to note a similar

sequence and diagram is presented in ASHRAE Guideline 36, “Advanced Control Sequences for HVAC Systems.”  

FIGURE 1: A sample control diagram for a VAV box with a reheat coil.

       A sample parallel PID loop for the control of the actuator of the control valves that serves the hot water reheat coil

is shown in Figure 2.   

       Any PID controls loop has three components, which could be interpreted as three independent calculations or

processes that are executed by a controller before it decides to change the status of a variable, i.e., close or open the

valve actuator. These processes are as follows.

P: Proportional — This process takes a proportion of the current error value, i.e., the difference between the

actual discharge air temperature and the discharge air temperature set point. This proportion of the error is

de�ned by the gain value constant, which is typically identi�ed as Kp. Various standard BAS controllers may

come with Kp values that are factory preset somewhere between 0.2 and 0.5.  

I: Integral — This process takes all past error values and integrates them over time. This type of computation

will most likely cause the integral term to grow until the error is zero. At that time, the integral term will stop

growing. If the error reappears, then the integral term tries to eliminate the error by adding in its accumulated

error value. The gain value constant for this process is typically identi�ed as Ki.  

D: Derivative — This process/computation is used to estimate the future trend of the error based on its

current rate of change. It’s used to “smooth” the operation of the actuator, i.e., prevent it from overshooting its

targeted position. The gain value constant for this process is typically identi�ed as Kd.

FIGURE 2: A sample PID process for a reheat coil.

       It’s important to note there are three types of PID control algorithms: ideal, series (aka analog or classical), and

parallel (aka independent). It’s not the intent of this article to describe in detail the science of PID loops, in particular the

tunning of PID loops; however, each control loop serves a variable that, in turn, affects a desired outcome, such as

maintaining a zone temperature set point, that needs special attention. The gain value constants of a PID control loop

for an actuator of a valve that serves an interior of�ce space should be different than the gain value constants of a PID

control loop for an actuator of a valve that serves a corner of�ce or a conference room. Far too often, "canned" PID

loops released by the controls programmer to control HVAC systems without any modi�cations to the default settings

for the gain value constants are present. In many instances, the Kd constant is set to zero. 

       Regardless of the type of PID loop used by a controller, only one variable can be controlled to maintain a set point.

For example, a sequence that reads similar to modulate the control valve serving the reheat coil to maintain a supply air

temperature of 85°F and a room temperature of 72° is destined to fail. One cannot control one variable (i.e., the

position of the control valve) to satisfy two simultaneous conditions. It needs to be an either/or approach. This type of

situation is no different than using cruise control while driving: One cannot set cruise control at a certain speed and, at

the same time, ask or expect the car fuel control system to only use a speci�c amount of fuel.  

       So, what do PID loops have to do with AI algorithms? To start, the PID loops are, by de�nition, reactive. They

monitor a set point, and if the set point is not maintained, they react by controlling a variable to try and maintain the set

point, i.e., supply air temperature. The PID loop does not know or understand why it is having dif�culty maintaining the

supply air temperature set point or if the valve actuator is open or not. In regard to the control of an HVAC system, one

could see it as being ironic to have a set-it-and-forget-it PID loop used to control a system that is continuously changing

and reacting to the environment. The standard BAS PID control loop is a very limited controls approach. Further, should

there be a third-party AI solution integrated into a standard BAS, the operation of the controls system, as a whole, may

impact the energy ef�ciency of the HVAC system(s) it controls. Just because one uses AI algorithms to control an

HVAC system, it does not necessarily mean the HVAC systems will be more energy ef�cient. This is because the

function (discussed in more detailed below) computed by the AI algorithms is merely an approximation of the

mathematical relationships between controls variables; and approximation implies an error in the output of the

function. This is where the quality and performance of AI algorithms will play a crucial role in the outcome of the

controls process. The �ow of information between the cloud and the standard BAS controller is similar to the one

shown in Figure 3. Before an engineer allows a third-party AI solution to integrate into a BAS, he or she needs to have a

full understanding of the performance of the AI algorithms, in particular a strong understanding of the errors in

predictions and the polling time needed by the solution. If the AI solution needs polling every minute, but the BAS was

designed to poll no more than every �ve minutes, then the AI algorithms employed by the solution will most likely not be

as valuable as one would expect them to be. This, in turn, will most likely affect the "potential" energy savings claimed by

the provider of the AI solution. By the time all of these challenges will come to light, the project may already be built,

and an engineer will now have to deal with an owner who is not receiving the energy cost savings he or she expected.

The whole process will most likely become a �nger-pointing exercise between the engineer, owner, BAS contractor, and

provider of the AI solution with the CxA playing a referee role. 

FIGURE 3: A sample �ow of information to and from an edge controller.

       To try to overcome some of the limitations of PID loops, various controls manufacturers have developed more

specialized controllers called edge controllers, with the overall controls system typically identi�ed as edge computing.

This type of controller is more advanced than a standard BAS controller, as it has increased computational capacity, can

support standard PID loops, and can execute functions computed by AI algorithms. However, the computation of AI

algorithms will most likely need to occur in the cloud, because this type of computational process is resource-intensive,

and said computational resources are typically not available on-site.  

       Figure 3 shows a sample �ow of information between the cloud and an edge controller. Even though the edge

controller can execute AI algorithms, it does not typically have the computational power to (re)train the AI algorithms. A

cloud connection is typically required so the AI algorithms can be improved and/or modi�ed to satisfy new operating

conditions. In some instances, the edge controller could be connected directly to the cloud without the need to send and

receive data through a BAS controller and an application programming interface (API). The API acts as a translator

between the cloud processes and the BAS, as it typically converts BACnet information into a "language" the cloud

algorithm can understand and process. 

       What is an AI algorithm? In its most basic form, and as it relates to the controls of HVAC systems, an AI algorithm

could be considered as an advanced mathematical model whose output is a function that is called by a controller to

provide a value for an output variable based on previously de�ned input variables. For example, and using the variables

in Figure 1, one could attempt to build a mathematical function that has input variables AFMS-1 (the VAV box air�ow),

D-1 (the position of the VAV box damper), V-1 (the position of the reheat coil control valve), and output variable T-1

(VAV box supply air temperature). As an alternative to manually building such a complex mathematical function, one

could use an AI algorithm (i.e., deep learning). In order for the AI algorithm to determine the functional relationship

between the input variables and output variable, one needs to �rst run the VAV box using PID loops. Data will then

need to be stored and sent to the cloud. Once enough data has been gathered (i.e., at minimum, a couple of weeks), the

AI algorithm can be trained such that it can start approximating the functional relationship between the input variables

and output variable. Figure 4 shows a sample controls logic in an edge controller. Once the cloud algorithms have

approximated a function, said function is then downloaded onto the edge controller. A PID loop then calls the function

every time it needs to change the position of the valve actuator. The main difference between a standard PID loop and

this type of edge PID loop is that the edge PID loop is predictive and not reactive; the edge controller is able to predict

what the position of the valve actuator needs to be, given the input variables.         

       Although both options (i.e., a stand-alone PID loop with a cloud AI solution and edge controllers with a cloud AI

solution) presented above could improve the energy ef�ciency of HVAC systems, both approaches are still very limited

and limiting. This is because there is a signi�cant amount of human labor required to deploy the program and solutions.

It would be very challenging to have a valid estimation of the impact of all prediction errors and all the errors of

programming (and not tunning) PID loops. It could easily become a scenario where the overall error/inaccuracy in

predictions and operation is greater than the sum total of errors in predictions from the AI solutions.          

       When is the last time you, as an industry professional, had a brainstorming session (either in the design or

construction administration phase) with the programmer of PID loops and discussed tunning strategies that are to be

implemented in the chiller water plant controls system? When is the last time you had a brainstorming session with the

programmers of the AI solutions and discussed, in great detail, the AI algorithms that are to be used, associated AI

algorithm performance metrics (i.e., under�tting, over�tting, root mean square error, etc.), and prediction error

mitigation strategies?  

       Regardless of the option one pursues when designing and deploying a controls solution for a building HVAC system,

it is important to note that neither of the solutions described in this article has any capability of understanding what

causes an output to be the way it is. Any AI algorithm used to compute the functional relationship between various

control variables does not know how or why it arrived at that function, regardless of how small the prediction error.

What value does an algorithm bring to a building engineer if said engineer must manually troubleshoot the reason for a

chiller tripping on a pressure alarm? Part two of this series, which will appear in the December issue of Engineered
Systems, is intended to address this type of limitation and possible mitigation strategies. 

FIGURE 4: A sample control logic for an edge controller.
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FEATURE

Modeling HVAC
Hydraulic Cooling &

Heating Systems
Modern computer modeling software is a powerful tool proven to identify the entire

system operation and determine the best and safest design solution.

By Haigang Brian Li, P.E., CEM, ASHRAE HFDP, LEED AP

       Large facilities utilizing HVAC hydraulic cooling and heating systems are incredibly complex. New design and/or

modi�cations (expansion) of these systems, which are commonly utilized in pharmaceutical manufacturing, critical

facilities (data centers), or hospitals, require complete analysis based on solid calculations for stakeholders to make

decisions for functionality, safety, reliability, and cost ef�ciency. Traditional hand calculation or Excel spreadsheet

programs cannot satisfy these requirements due to the nature of the method and the level of complexity involved.

Modern computer modeling software programs, such as PIPE-FLO, are powerful tools proven to identify the entire

system operation and determine the best and safest design solution.

Sample Large Chilled Water Cooling System Expansion
       In a large facility, the chilled water (CHW) system usually requires a large amount of cooling capacity (see Figure 1).

Each building has a distribution loop to serve end users, such as cooling coils, heat exchangers, etc. The campus usually

has a central utility plant (CUP) serving several buildings, containing multiple chillers, pumps, and the associated

expansion tanks, air separators, etc. As the campus grows, the CUP will need to be expanded as well.  

FIGURE 1: A sample chilled water system.

       In the example shown in Figure 1, the phase one CUP serves existing buildings No. 1-5. Adding a new building (No.

6) will need extra cooling capacity provided by phase two CUP. There are two options for how the main piping system

can service the new building:

       Option one — Build chilled water piping from point one to point two, a single feed route; and

       Option two — Extend piping from point two to point three to create a loop system. 

       Obviously, option two requires additional cost; the owner needs to know the bene�t of option two and the potential

risk of option one in order to decide between the two.

       Traditional hand calculation or Excel spreadsheet programs are acceptable at calculating single pipeline friction loss

but cannot handle this type of network calculation to offer the results as required. Every time a parameter changes, the

existing building network will change the response, which then needs multiple calculations to �nd. Also, the method to

calculate a looped system is very complicated for engineering work.    

       Evaluating option one with traditional Excel spreadsheet programs shows the existing piping from point "A" through

"one" to "two" into the new building can handle the pressure loss with CUP one and CUP two's combined capacity.

Similarly, the pumping system can handle the existing building users based on this type of single-piping line calculation.

But this is all it tells us.

       With hydraulic modeling software, we can model a large network piping system with all the necessary details. Such

software can provide a clear picture of system performance, including pump performance and the operating

condition/risk associated with each user (i.e., air handler coil and control valves), including �ow rate, pressure drop, etc. 

       With PIPE-FLO, we completed several important tasks:

Created detailed models of each building’s chilled water users and identi�ed any potential risk caused by new

system con�guration;

Tested the different connection pipe routes associated with option one and option two; and

Adjusted the pump operating condition by changin speed, �owrate, discharge pressure, and/or differential

pressure to test the system results.

       For basic functions and the necessary input data, refer to the PIPE-FLO website (www.pipe-�o.com). From the model

result, the following important items are identi�ed:

1. Under the same load condition, option one requires 18.8% more energy cost than option two (see Table 1). For

simplicity, the utility price is 10 cents per kWH, assuming 100% peak load for one year. The real cost savings will

be lower, as the chillers will run at partial load for HVAC units depending on the outdoor weather condition. PIPE-

FLO can output an energy cost pie chart (see Figure 7) with detailed energy input, output, and usage on each

component.

2. With option one, building one has 42% higher differential pressure (dP) than the rest of the buildings. This is

caused by the high discharge pressure from the new pumps in phase two CUP. This increase of dP will have to be

absorbed by existing control valves at each user. This may cause issues in older, existing facilities besides waste of

energy.

In addition to these, with a looped system, it provides redundancy for the entire system, as the CHW can be served in

both ends of the CUPs, so if one end of the piping fails, the system can still work. This failure scenario is easily proven

by a PIPE-FLO model using the “Lineup” function.

TABLE 1: An annual energy cost comparison.

FIGURE 2: A sample CUP model in PIPE-FLO.

FIGURE 3: A sample pump curve from PIPE-FLO.

FIGURE 4: A sample pump arrangement.

FIGURE 5: A sample chiller arrangement.

FIGURE 6: A sample end-user (air-handling unit/heat exchanger) arrangement.

FIGURE 7: A PIPE-FLO output energy cost pie.

Conclusion
       Computer modeling of complicated hydraulic systems is a strong tool to help HVAC engineers solve challenging

questions in large facilities. When compared to traditional hand calculation and Excel spreadsheet programs, modeling

can provide complete system calculations and return valuable results or warnings, so engineers can make sound

judgements in short periods, which substantially improves the accuracy and ef�ciency of engineering design.      

Haigang Brian Li  P.E., CEM, ASHRAE HFDP, LEED AP
 Haigang B. Li is a senior HVAC mechanical engineer with a master’s degree in mechanical

engineering. He has more than 20 years of engineering experience in the building HVAC industry.
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FEATURE

Updating Cleanroom
Performance Testing

Standards to Meet ANSI
Requirements

A status report on pending updates to the Procedural Standards for Certi�ed Testing
of Cleanrooms standard.

By Vincent Sakraida, P.E., LEED AP

[skynesher]/[E+] via Getty Images

       The environmental requirements for cleanrooms have become stricter as manufacturing processes need more

stringent environmental conditions. The National Environmental Balancing Bureau (NEBB) developed and issued the

�rst edition of Procedural Standards for Certi�ed Testing of Cleanrooms (CPT) in October 1988. Since the standard’s

�rst edition, there were two subsequent revisions: The second edition was issued in April 1996, and the third edition

was issued in October 2009. Presently, NEBB is collaborating with the American National Standard Institute (ANSI) to

issue a fourth edition of the CPT as an ANSI standard. The CPT standard committee is presently three years into the

standard revision process. The following includes why testing standards are periodically updated, ANSI’s requirements

for developing a standard, who would make a good standard committee member, what the current testing procedures

entail, and the proposed changes to CPT.

Why Are Testing Standards Periodically Updated?
       Technology and industry requirements are ever-changing. It’s common for testing standards to be revised on a

periodic basis. Some reasons a standard is updated include:

1. Improvements in test equipment sensitivity and accuracy;

2. Improvements in testing procedure ef�ciency and accuracy;

3. Address changes in industry and regulatory requirements;

4. Synchronize with similar testing standards from other standard committees; and

5. Provide guidance to ensure more consistent testing procedures.

What Are ANSI’s Requirements for Developing Standards?
       The ANSI standard development philosophy is due process and inclusivity. Any party (technical society, company,

government agency, or individual) with a direct and material interest has a right to participate. The ANSI due process

includes: 

       1 . Openness — Participation is open to all groups and individuals who are directly and materially interested in

participating.  

       2. Lack of Dominance — No single interest group, individual, or organization shall dominate the standard

development process. 

       3. Balance — There shall be a balance of participation from the different interest groups, including producers, users,

and general interest. The CPT committee’s producers are test and balance (TAB) �rms that execute the procedures in

the CPT standard; users are cleanroom owners who have the CPT standard procedures performed at their facilities;

and the general interest population are individuals who may be affected by changes in the CPT standard. As a practicing

design engineer with CPT testing experience, my participation is as a producer. The CPT committee is required to

maintain an equal number of producers and users. 

       4. Coordination and Harmonization — Perform due diligence to resolve potential con�icts with other ANSI

standards and candidate American national standards. ANSI reduces potential con�icts by announcing the new

standard activity through a project initiation noti�cation (PIN) or as commonly called, dropping the PIN. The CPT

committee went through the PIN drop procedure. Many CPT committee members are members of other technical

societies that have their own cleanroom performance standards. The CPT committee has made a good faith effort to

evaluate these other standards and, where appropriate, harmonize with them. 

       5. Noti�cation of Standards Development — Provide noti�cation on all standard committee meetings and

activities. Through NEBB, the CPT committee meetings are announced in advance through the NEBB website, and

participation is open and available to any interested party. 

       6. Consideration of Views and Objections — Give proper consideration to all written views and objections. 

       7. Consensus Vote — Documented evidence of committee consensus per ANSI-accredited procedures. The CPT

committee includes a secretary that develops meeting minutes with discussions and resolutions that are agreed upon.

For discussion with diverse perspectives, the speci�c topic is discussed over a number of meetings before developing a

consensus. 

       8. Appeals — When a party is not in agreement with the committee consensus, it can submit a written appeal, per

the ANSI appeal process. 

       9. Written Procedure — Standard committee procedures will follow the ANSI requirements for standard

development. 

       10. Compliance with Normative American National Standards Policies and Administrative Procedures — The

standards committee must adhere to ANSI normative policies, including ANSI patent policy, commercial terms and

conditions, antitrust policy, evidence of compliance, metric policy, and interpretations policy.

Who Would Make a Good Standards Committee Member?
       Per ANSI’s due process requirements for participants from diverse interests (provider, user, interested party) and a

three- to �ve-year commitment by standard committee members, it is important, as a committee member, to have the

necessary skills, experience, and attributes. Having prior committee membership experiences, I acknowledge the

following skills, experience, and attributes as excellent traits for standards committee members: 

       1. Passion — The work performed is not just a job but a mission. Passionate members are always striving to improve

themselves and the world around them. 

       2. Experience — Have experience working on projects and facilities that utilize these standard on a regular basis.

Understand the value of the standard, where it could use additional clari�cations, and where it could use updating. 

       3. Open-Mindedness — Understand your experience and perspective may not necessarily match what other

committee members possess. See differences of opinion as an opportunity to learn. 

       4. Collaboration — Standards committee members are all equals and must be willing to work as part of a team.  

       5. Consensus — Most standard committee decisions will be unanimous. There are decisions where there are

different perspectives. The ability to compromise and develop a consensus is needed to develop a �nal resolution. 

       6. Time — The unfortunate reality is committee members are typically in high demand and don’t have much spare

time. Have an understanding of the required time commitment and schedule accordingly. 

       7. Articulate — Individuals must be able to express ideas, concepts, and thoughts in a way that can be easily

understood in a way that is not condescending. It is also important to express yourself without feeling inhibited.

Current Testing Procedures and the Proposed Changes
       The CPT committee is evaluating the existing test procedures and examining any potential additional test

procedures. This article provides what the existing CPT testing procedures are, any potential testing procedure changes

being evaluated, and potential testing procedures to be added to the CPT. It's important to understand these potential

changes to the CPT have not been formally approved by the CPT committee and must also be approved by the NEBB

board of directors. This article is a perspective of one CPT committee member and not endorsed by the CPT committee.

       The following outlines the existing CPT standard test procedures and lists any potential changes to the test

procedure.

Global Change No. 1 — The CPT standard is to be reformatted and reorganized to meet the ANSI standard

requirement.

Global Change No. 2 — The existing test procedures are split into two categories: primary and secondary.

Depending upon the industry cleanroom being tested, a number of the secondary tests are critical and considered

primary. The CPT committee is evaluating whether to combine the primary and secondary test procedures into one

group with each test procedure having equal weight.  

Global Change No. 3 — The inclusion of a table that recommends speci�c test procedures that are normally utilized

by a speci�c industry. This guidance document will help personnel understand which test procedures are normally

performed for their industries.

Global Change No. 4 — The test procedures for Sections 10.2 to Section 10.9 go back and forth between

unidirectional and non-unidirectional zones. It is being evaluated whether creating separate test categories

(unidirectional, non-unidirectional) would make it easier to follow the test procedures.

Section 10.2, “Cleanroom/Filter Air�ow Velocity and Uniformity Tests” — This test determines the average �lter

face velocity and uniformity and/or the average room air�ow velocity and uniformity within the cleanroom. This

test procedure would be part of the unidirectional zone category. The �lter face air�ow velocity reading distance

from the �lter face is adjusted to the devices used for maintaining the velocity distance reading from the �lter face.

For space air�ow velocity, the measuring location was adjusted from 36 inches above the �oor to the actual work

surface.

Section 10.3, “Air�ow Velocity and Uniformity Test - Filter Face Air�ow Velocity” — This test documents the

average air�ow velocity and uniformity. The test procedure would be part of the unidirectional zone category.

Beyond the unidirectional zone categorization, there are no test procedure modi�cations being evaluated.

Section 10.4, “Air�ow Velocity and Uniformity Test - Filter Face Air�ow Velocity - Non-Unidirectional (Volume

Method)” — This test determines air�ow via an air�ow hood. The test procedure would be part of the non-

unidirectional zone category and is very similar to Section 10.8, “Air�ow Volume and Uniformity Test - Flowhood

Method.” This test is being evaluated for a change to air velocity measurement at a minimum of 6 inches from the

�lter face and calculating the air volume.

Section 10.5, “Air�ow Velocity and Uniformity Test – Filter Face Air�ow Velocity – Non-Unidirectional

(Velocity Method)” — This test determines the average air�ow velocity and uniformity of the �lter face. The test

procedure would be part of the non-unidirectional zone category. Beyond non-unidirectional zone categorization,

there are no test procedure modi�cations being evaluated.

Section 10.6, “Air�ow Velocity and Uniformity Test - Average Room Air�ow Velocity” — This test determines

the average room air�ow velocity and uniformity at the speci�ed work surface. The test procedure would be part

of the unidirectional zone category. Beyond unidirectional zone categorization, no test procedure modi�cations are

being evaluated.

Section 10.7, “Air�ow Volume and Uniformity Test” — This is the measurement of air�ow quantity. No test

procedure modi�cations are being evaluated.

Section 10.8, “Air�ow Volume and Uniformity Test Flowhood Method” — This section is in regards to utilizing a

�ow hood for directly measuring air�ow volume. No test procedure modi�cations are being evaluated.

Section 10.9, “Air�ow Volume and Uniformity Test - Traverse Method” — This section is utilized to measure

air�ow volume when a �ow hood cannot be used. No test procedure modi�cations are being evaluated.

Section 10.11, “Filter Installation Leak Tests - Aerosol Photometer Test Method” — This section covers �lter

leak testing utilizing the photometer test method. The proposed changes include expansion on test instrumentation

guidance, adjustments on aerosol concentration, and expanded guidance on �lter repair.

Section 10.12, “Filter Installation Leak Tests - Discrete Particle Counter Test Method” — This portion covers

�lter leak testing utilizing the particle counter test method. The proposed changes include expansion on test

instrumentation guidance, adjustments on aerosol concentration, and expanded guidance on �lter repair.

Section 10.13, “Filter Installation Leak Tests - Total Aerosol Penetration Test Method” — This section covers

�lter leak testing utilizing the total aerosol test method. The proposed changes include expansion on test

instrumentation guidance, adjustments on aerosol concentration, revised testing procedures, and expanded

guidance on �lter repair.

Section 10.14, “Airborne Particle Count Cleanliness Classi�cation Test – ISO 14644” — This determines the

actual particle count level in cleanrooms and clean zones for the particular occupancy state (i.e., as-built, at-rest,

operational). The section title will be changed to “Airborne Particle Count Cleanliness Classi�cation Test.” The

proposed changes expand the guidance on occupancy state, instrumentation, and procedure.

Section 10.16, “Room Pressurization Tests” — This section veri�es the completed cleanroom installation’s

capability of maintaining the speci�c pressure difference between the speci�c cleanroom and adjoining spaces. The

proposed changes expand the guidance on room pressurization testing.

Section 11.2, “Air�ow Parallelism Tests” — This shows the actual vertical air�ow pattern inside a unidirectional

cleanroom. The proposed test modi�cations include test conditions (i.e., as-built, at-rest, in-operation), and

additional test procedure guidance.

Section 11.3, “Recovery Tests” — This determines the ability of the installation to reduce the concentration of

airborne particles by dilution. The proposed test modi�cations include extensive guidance on test equipment and

test procedures.

Section 11.4, “Lighting Level and Uniformity Tests” — This veri�es the installed lighting levels and lighting

uniformity meet speci�ed requirements. No test procedure modi�cations are being evaluated.

Section 11.5, “Sound Level Tests” — This section is focused on sound levels. The existing CPT document sound

testing procedure references the NEBB procedure standards for the measurement of sound and vibration. The

CPT standard does provide information on required instrumentation and equipment, preliminary test procedures,

test procedures, acceptance criteria, and reporting. To keep the CPT document current with the latest edition of the

NEBB sound and vibration testing procedures, the CPT standard document will refer to the NEBB sound and

vibration testing standard procedures.

Section 11.6, “Vibration Level Tests” — This refers to vibration levels. As with the sound level test, the CPT

standard document will refer to the NEBB sound and vibration testing standard procedures.

Section 11.7, “Temperature and Humidity Uniformity Tests” — This section examines the measurement of

temperature and humidity. The section de�nes general temperature and humidity (11.8) measurement for

occupant comfort and the comprehensive temperature (11.9) measurement for both occupant comfort and

process requirements. Changes are proposed regarding the temperature and humidity uniformity testing titles to

“Environmental Comfort Temperature and Relative Humidity Testing” and “Process Driven Temperature and

Relative Humidity Testing.”  

Section 11.8, “General Temperature and Humidity Uniformity Tests” — This section refers to the measurement

of temperature and humidity for occupant comfort. Beyond changing the test section title to “Environmental

Comfort Temperature and Relative Humidity Testing,” the temperature testing will include temperature uniformity

testing and temperature stability testing. The relative humidity testing will include relative humidity range testing

and relative humidity stability testing.

Section 11.9, “Comprehensive Temperature and Humidity Uniformity Tests” — This section covers the

measurement of temperature and humidity for process. Beyond changing the test section title to “Process Driven

Temperature and Relative Humidity Testing,” the temperature testing will include temperature uniformity,

temperature stability, and temperature spatial variation testing. The relative humidity testing will include relative

humidity range testing and relative humidity stability testing.  

Section 11.10, “Electrostatic Tests” — This section examines the benchmarks regarding the level of electrostatic

charge, resistance properties of surfaces, and the effectiveness of the ionizer charge neutralizing systems. No test

procedure modi�cations are being evaluated.

Section 11.11, “Conductivity Tests” — This section measures the resistance between speci�ed points on the �oor

covering and from the �oor covering to the building ground. No test procedure modi�cations are being evaluated.

Section 11.12, “Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) Test” — This section aims to determine if there is AC and DC

extremely low frequency electromagnetic interference emitted by a magnetic �eld source. It is being proposed the

test procedure be modi�ed to measure at 1 meter above the �oor, provide guidance on what equipment should be

tested, and expand the acceptable acceptance criteria.

Section 11.13, “Air Change (ACH) Test” — This is a calculation to determine the cleanroom air change rate. It is

being proposed to group the air change rate with the air�ow sections 10.2 to 10.9 to form section 10.10. These

sections deal directly with air�ow measurements, and placing the air change calculation in this section provides

better testing organization.

Section 11.14, “Bench Scan Filter Leak Tests” — This section determines the integrity of HEPA �lters before

installation. No test procedure modi�cations are being evaluated.

1.     Additional Potential Test Procedures
       There are a number of additional new tests being evaluated for inclusion into the CPT standard. It is expected a

couple of the proposed new testing standards will be approved. The potential new test includes the following: 

       a. Segregation — A procedure to assess the separation effectiveness in terms of a protective index achieved by a

speci�c air�ow. 

       b. Microbial — A procedure for obtaining surface samples for potential microbial contamination. 

       c. AMC/SMC — A procedure for obtaining surface samples for potential surface molecular contamination. 

       d. Volatile Hydrocarbons — A procedure for obtaining samples for potential volatile hydrocarbon contamination. 

       e. Air�ow Visualization — A testing procedure to create visualized air�ow and to record for future observations. 

       f. Fan Energy — Testing to determine fan energy usage on a watts per cfm basis. 

       g. Cleanroom Stability in Variable Air�ow — Testing determines the minimum supply and return air�ows, space

pressurization stability during air�ow modulation, and tuning supply and return air�ow modulation rates to maintain

space pressurization stability.

       The CPT standard committee has extensive and broad experience in pharmaceutical, electronic, aerospace, health

care, and other technology industries. The standard review deliberations are very engaging, and each member has

thoughtfully shared his or her knowledge. If you have any suggestions that could contribute toward making the CPT

standard better, please send me an email at bsme82@comcast.net.

Vincent Sakraida, P.E., LEED AP
 Vincent Sakraida is a mechanical engineer lead at PCI Salas O'Brien. He boasts more than 35 years of

experience in the design, construction, and operation of cleanroom, pharmaceutical, laboratory, and
other high-technology facilities. He is also a member of the ASHRAE Epidemic Task Force Laboratory
Subcommittee. Contact him at bsme82@comcast.net.
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FEATURE

Improve Efficiency,
Quality, and Comfort with

ASHRAE Guideline 36
ASHRAE Guideline 36 gives specifying engineers a chance to deliver a better project
speci�cation but only if they pay attention to the details and communicate them to

the project team.

By Jim Coogan

       Consulting engineers, construction contractors, facility managers, and building operators all strive to achieve

exceptional performance from the mechanical systems and related equipment that make up the infrastructure of their

buildings. A building automation system (BAS) is one of the keys to that performance, and a sequence of operation

explains the job the BAS has to do.  This article presents ASHRAE Guideline 36 as a tool to develop a sequence of

operation.

Background on ASHRAE Guideline 36
       ASHRAE Guideline 36, “High-Performance Sequences of Operation for HVAC Systems,” was published after a long

series of projects by ASHRAE’s Technical Committee 1.4 Committee, “Control Theory and Applications.” It provides

standardized HVAC control sequences with the goal of:

Improving the quality of building automation by starting with a better speci�cation;

Conserving energy with HVAC-optimizing algorithms;

Reducing engineering and commissioning time with standard functions;

Solving technical challenges associated with diverse building operational goals;

Improving building operation with smarter alarms and fault detection and diagnostics; and

Creating a common language between speci�ers, contractors, and operators.

       The committee envisioned the guideline to be used in the following ways:

Engineers specify sequence of operation using content right out of the guideline;

Control manufacturers develop and test applications according to the guideline;

Contractors apply proven solutions; and

Commissioning agents execute standard tests.

FIGURE 1: The process of developing a sequence of operation �ow chart.

       Finally, by utilizing ASHRAE Guideline 36’s sequence of operation, it makes it easy to comply with several industry

requirements, including: ASHRAE Standard 90.1, “Energy Standard for Buildings;” ASHRAE Standard 62.1,

“Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality;” ASHRAE Standard 55, “Thermal Environmental Conditions for Human

Occupancy;” ASHRAE Guideline 13, “Specifying Building Automation Systems;” and the California Energy Code’s Title

24.  

Developing the Sequence of Operation for a Project
       A sequence of operation describes the way the equipment in the building responds dynamically to changing

demands. It is written out in construction documents and implemented in BAS software.  

       As seen in Figure 1, the sequence of operation originates with the specifying engineer. It is part of the project

speci�cation. It explains how the system should operate and be controlled based upon input received from the owner’s

requirements, the architect’s layout, local and state codes, and the potential tenant’s needs. 

       The BAS contractor responds to the speci�cation and designs the system. This includes identifying equipment and

rewriting the sequence in terms more closely related to the products and programming libraries applied. The contractor

submits this design for approval by the speci�er. The speci�er evaluates the submittal for conformance to the

speci�cation. If it satis�es the intent, he approves the design. If not, he rejects it, identifying discrepancies to be

corrected. Here, there might be a cycle of give-and-take. The approved sequence might differ from the original

description but must accomplish the same result for the building and its users. In such cases, the contractor needs to

indicate how the design satis�es the design intent.

A Good Sequence of Operation
       A good sequence of operation meets HVAC performance requirements for IAQ and comfort while conserving

energy. It can include other areas as well, such as lighting and shade controls. It explains the technical operation of the

equipment and system and can include features, like automatic fault detection, graphical displays, and reports for

monitoring and maintenance. In addition to these technical requirements, the document explains the engineer’s design

intent, which increases the chances of a successful construction project.

Observed Approaches to Applying Guideline 36
       The following categories describe speci�cations for ASHRAE Guideline 36 projects being executed today.

       Method No. 1: One General Reference to “Comply Guideline 36” — This is the easiest approach for specifying

engineers, at least until the requests for information arrive. The speci�er does not actually deliver a sequence that

contractors and building owners can use. In fact, this approach shifts the speci�ers’ work to contractors and

commissioning agents, who each need to comb the guideline and identify the relevant passages. In the projects Siemens

has executed, about 20% of the 2018 guideline version was applicable. Asking contractors to �nd that applicable 20%

of passages leads to problems on the project.

       This approach may become practical when use of the standard becomes routine. When manufacturers, contractors,

commissioning agents, and owners are thoroughly familiar with the standard sequences, a single reference might work.

FIGURE 2: Cover of ASHRAE Guideline 36.

       Method No. 2: Include Large Portions of the Guideline — Most of the text in the guideline was written for direct

insertion into contract documents. Cutting from the guideline and pasting into a speci�cation is intended and

encouraged. The result is a project speci�cation that stands alone, without reference to outside documents. It also

grants the speci�er the opportunity to tweak the sequence for special circumstances.

       Some of the text in ASHRAE Guideline 36 is written to explain how the sequence is meant to function. Copying

parts of that in the speci�cation is unconventional, but it might be helpful. 

       Still another portion of the text is instructions to the speci�er, such as “Designer, delete paragraph x or paragraph y,

as applicable.” When the job speci�cation includes paragraph x and paragraph y, and the instruction is to delete one of

them, it looks like the designer did a sloppy job.

       Method No. 3: Select Smaller, Speci�c Sections of the Guidelines — In contrast, a speci�er can cut and paste in

smaller increments. This method also results in a stand-alone document. It keeps the speci�er in control of the design. It

allows room to customize functions, though readers might not easily recognize what is standard and what is custom.

Method No. 3 can be executed very well if the speci�cation is written and edited carefully.  

       Method No. 4: Multiple References to Numbered Sections — A speci�er can refer to passages of any size within

the guideline. References, like, “Sequence the damper and reheat valve according to section 5.6.5,” or “The window

switch affects room temperature set points as in 5.3.2.8,” work very well in a project speci�cation because the speci�er

retains control of the structure, scope, and content of the project speci�cation. He selects and applies standard

functions, where appropriate, but can write custom features as well. It’s easy for readers to recognize what is standard,

what is special, and exactly which passages of the guideline apply to the project.

       All four of these approaches have been used on projects. Method No. 4 is usually the most likely to succeed on

projects today.

Conclusion
       ASHRAE Guideline 36 gives a specifying engineer a chance to deliver a better project speci�cation but only if he

pays attention to the details and communicates them to the project team. A better speci�cation, and a standard

speci�cation, helps contractors and commissioning agents execute a better project. In the end, the result is a better

building for owners and occupants.

Jim Coogan
Jim Coogan is principal applications engineer, research and development, for building products at
Siemens Smart Infrastructure USA. In 35 years of designing controls for mechanical systems, he has
contributed to products ranging from room controllers to internet-based interfaces, resulting in
numerous patents. He has chaired several ASHRAE committees, is a member of the committee
currently revising the Z9.5 Laboratory Ventilation standard, and was voting member of the ASHRAE
Guideline 36 committee. He participates in programs with the International Institute for
Sustainable Labs, and his publications include technical papers on room pressurization and
laboratory ventilation. Coogan earned his bachelor’s of science in mechanical engineering at MIT.
Based in Chicago, he can be reached at jim.coogan@siemens.com.
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FEATURE

Master Systems
Integration: The Future of

Efficiency
The idea of tying various systems together is the basis for smart/intelligent buildings

and has been the evolution of the master systems integration concept.

By Neville Samuels

       In his haste to get home after working well into the night, Steve had apparently left his keys on his desk but did not

realize this until he’d reached his car. Frustrated, he made an about turn and headed back to the key fob — luckily, he’d

brought his employee badge with him.

       As he swiped his employee badge to regain access to the building’s entrance, the lights in the dark, unoccupied lobby

came on to illuminate his path to the elevator, on cue. The building’s security system sent a message to the building

automation system (BAS) and lighting control systems to alert them that Steve had reentered the building afterhours.

       The message included information about the location in the building where Steve normally works. The HVAC and

lighting in his work area is indexed from the unoccupied to occupied modes of operation. When Steve gets to his of�ce,

it’s fully illuminated, even though he never touched a switch. In addition, his of�ce is already heating or cooling to his

preferred temperature.  

       Steve’s experience is the new norm in the rise of connected systems in which the future of ef�ciency is closer than

you think, thanks to Master Systems Integration (MSI). Put simply, the idea of “tying various systems together” is the

basis for the Internet of Things (IoT) or smart/intelligent buildings and has been the evolution of the MSI concept.  

       “MSI is becoming more common in the marketplace,” said Bob Hamill, vice president of Sunbelt Controls, an ACCO

Engineered Systems subsidiary. “The MSI platform is evolving. Smart buildings have taken off in the last four to �ve

years.”

       And, it seems, Sunbelt is already seeing the shift that will make this discipline take off as systems that are more

proprietary are being allowed to interoperate with other systems, removing a big participation barrier.

       “We have been aware of this emergent �eld even before Sunbelt Controls became a controls company,” said Scott

Kachuck, software engineering manager at Sunbelt Controls. “Making disparate or proprietary systems communicate

with one another was the only limitation. But, as manufacturers began moving toward more open equipment, systems

can now ‘play ball’ with one another, leading to the emergence of building operational technologies in HVAC, security,

lighting, �re, power, etc.”

       Heavily involved in the building automation process and network architecture, Sunbelt Controls not only has the

ability to integrate disparate systems but can also create custom programs designed to communicate across platforms

typically found in today’s BAS and building IT/OT system applications. Consequently, it was an easy and natural segue

into the MSI market.  

FIGURE 1: The idea of tying various systems together is the basis for the Internet of Things (IoT) or smart/intelligent buildings and
has been the evolution of the MSI concept.  

       “Sunbelt Controls is well-versed in the system integration industry and is already performing many of the individual

building disciplines that show up in the MSI scope,” Kachuck said. “Our goal is to maintain ‘stickiness’ with our

customers, and providing the window into the customers’ building portfolio is a great way to accomplish that.”

      To date, Sunbelt Controls has been awarded two MSI projects. The �rst involved the headquarters of a Pasadena,

California-based real estate company. The company desired to have a uni�ed user interface or “single pane of glass” to

simplify the management and operation of its state-of-the-art facility. The integration focus of Sunbelt Controls’ initial

MSI delivery for this client included an interior LED (point of entry) lighting system; exterior building lighting system;

garage lighting; automated window shades; an access control system; a video surveillance system; an afterhours tenant

override system; electrical metering and submetering; a BAS; a lab vacuum pump system; a lab valves and fume hood

system; HVAC systems, including a dedicated outdoor air system (DOAS), computer room air conditioner (CRAC), and

variable refrigerant �ow (VRF) systems; a kitchen demand control and electrical uninterruptable power supply (UPS);

an automatic transfer switch (ATS); and generator systems.

       “Getting these two projects was not an easy feat,” Kachuck said. “Sunbelt has only recently merged its existing

capabilities into the MSI offering, and these projects demonstrate our expertise with delivering this comprehensive

solution. Sunbelt already has a number of relationships with the companies that develop MSI equipment and

technologies as well as with customers who have an interest in moving in that direction.” 

       As the company moves further into this new and emergent �eld, it has had to reevaluate its approach. 

      “Our approach is to lead through consultation with the building owner/operator and the contracting team,” said Marc

Annicchero, controls sales manager, Northern region, Sunbelt Controls. “Our role is to serve as a client advocate that

ensures their unique business needs are explicitly de�ned and then designed and implemented to meet the team’s

desired outcomes.”  

       As the company �gures out the future of MSI, it will de�nitely need to evolve its go-to-market sales strategy in order

to grow with the technical and staf�ng needs created by advancing technology and systems integrations.

       “We will need to establish a dedicated MSI department,” Kachuck said. “If this is a market our customers want to play

in, then we will have to continue to expand our capacity and specialize.”  

       According to Kachuck, the company will also need to change its understanding of who the customers are and how

they go to market. Project managers will need to take themselves out of the contractor’s seat and insert themselves into

the consultant’s seat. It requires a dedicated effort, focusing on relationships with designers, architects, and owners. As

presently constructed, by the time a controls contractor bids on a job, it is often too late, and they are too far down the

food chain to make an impact on MSI.

       “We need to move the building automation conversation to the beginning of the project design process and think

about how the owner wants the building to function,” Kachuk said. “That has to happen in order to design and integrate

the various building systems needed to achieve his or her vision.”  

Neville Samuels
 Neville Samuels is manager of corporate communications for Sunbelt Controls.

Lead photo courtesy of ACCO Engineered Systems
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Commercial QV Series Heat Pumps – Bosch Thermotechnology
       Bosch Thermotechnology introduced its ultra-quiet heat pumps, the QV Series, for commercial spaces in multiple

sizes and both horizontal and vertical con�gurations. 

       The commercial-grade QV Series, a Florida Heat Pump (FHP) geothermal system, offers comprehensive sound

performance. In addition to the lower sound levels, the QV Series also delivers a compact cabinet, making it ideal to �t

into small spaces in commercial buildings. 

       The QV Series includes a constant air�ow ECM DEC Star® blower that produces the same cfm as the Bosch LV

model but at a lower rpm, resulting in decreased power consumption and sound. The QV heat pump also features

Bosch’s patented compressor encapsulation, which includes high-density, mass-loaded vinyl insulation material

wrapped around the blower and also installed in the lower compartment, dampening the sound it emits.

Bosch Thermotechnology 

www.bosch-thermotechnology.us  

ARUX Airstage VRF Multi-Position Air-Handling Unit – Fujitsu General
America Inc.
       Fujitsu General America Inc. introduced its Airstage VRF multi-position air-handling unit (ARUX), featuring seven

models ranging from 1-5 ton. It is designed to meet space, comfort, sound, and ef�ciency requirements in residential,

multifamily, lodging, and other light commercial applications while offering all the advantages of VRF system

technology. 

       The new unit is capable of providing up to 0.8 inch water gauge (wg) static pressure, and, at only 43 inches tall and

17.5 inches wide for a 2-ton model, it can be installed in tight spaces.  

       The �exible unit can be mounted in up-�ow positions for narrow closets and basements, while horizontal left and

right positions �t attic spaces. A wide range of optional electric backup heaters is available for maximum comfort and

performance even in colder climates.

Fujitsu General America Inc.  

www.fujitsugeneral.com  

Big Foot Multi Frame XL – RectorSeal
       RectorSeal added the Big Foot® Multi Frame XL to its line of outstanding HVAC products. This addition

complements RectorSeal's complete line of Big Foot systems from H Frame to Multi-Frame systems. 

       Weather-resistant Big Foot Frames are designed to support rooftop HVAC equipment and systems. Big Foot Frames

provide a �exible support system for a wide variety of HVAC rooftop applications. 

       With the modular Multi Frame XL product series release, Big Foot Frames' performance now offers an additional 20

inches in length for high-capacity VRV/VRF HVAC systems. After the initial frame is built — with the use of extension

kits — it can be extended from any side as often as needed.  

RectorSeal 

www.rectorseal.com

Newly Redesigned ProPEX Ball Valves – Uponor
       Delivering higher value for residential projects and helping commercial projects meet stringent demands, Uponor

North America introduced a newly redesigned line of ProPEX® ball valves for PEX-a plumbing and hydronic

distribution applications. 

       Manufactured from premium, lead-free, dezinci�cation-resistant brass, these full-port ball valves feature positive

tube stops that ensure installers insert the valve into the pipe far enough without overextension. The valves all feature a

blowout-proof stem design to ensure a lifetime of trusted reliability that professionals have come to expect from

Uponor. In addition, the ASTM F1960 connection method offers a solid, strong seal without the need for glues, torches,

or �re watch, providing greater safety and cost savings on job sites.

Uponor 

www.uponor.com  

Dynamometer Line for Testing Electric Motor Ef�ciency – Sakor
Technologies
       Sakor Technologies Inc. developed a series of dynamometer systems ideal for customers required to test and verify

the level of ef�ciency of electric motors in accordance with a variety of national and international standards, including

IEC 60034-2-1, IEEE 112B, and Canadian standard C390-93. The Sakor units can be used test from two to eight pole

motors ranging from 10 W to more than 3 MW. 

       As part of the global effort to reduce the use of fossil fuels and greenhouse gas emissions, regulators are developing

energy ef�ciency standards for the billions of small, medium, and large electric motors used around the world. These

regulations specify how to ensure motors are meeting the ef�ciency standards that have come into effect or are being

phased in. First in line for regulation are induction motors, and it is likely that permanent magnet motors will be

regulated in the coming years, followed later by inverter-driven motors.

Sakor Technologies Inc. 

www.sakor.com

Micro Expansion Tank – Taco Comfort Solutions
       Taco Comfort Solutions introduced a new micro expansion tank for potable water, heating, and chilled water

applications. With tank volumes from 2.6-6.5 gallons, the micro expansion tank features a replaceable, full acceptance

heavy-duty Butyl bladder, eliminating the need for special internal linings. 

       Taco’s micro expansion tank is NSF/ANSI 61-G certi�ed and constructed per American Society of Mechanical

Engineers (ASME) section VIII Div. 1. Standard working pressure is 150 psi with optional working pressures of 175 psi

or higher.

Taco Comfort Solutions 

www.tacocomfort.com

NovoCon Digital Control Valves – Danfoss
       With the new NovoCon® M, L, and XL digital actuators, Danfoss extends its range of smart actuators combined

with pressure independent balancing valves (PICVs) to achieve digital control for hydronic heating and cooling systems.

The new digital controls complement the existing NovoCon S for AB-QM™, ranging in sizes ½ to 1¼ inches (DN 10-32). 

       NovoCon digital controls enable solutions for smart building concepts. As a digital control valve, its high-precision

hydronic balancing and control achieves and maintains steady room temperature requirements and design

speci�cations (ΔT). This creates the fundamental basis for balanced comfort in commercial buildings, such as

universities, hospitals, and of�ce buildings. 

       The NovoCon M, NovoCon L, and NovoCon XL are speci�cally designed to accurately control high-�ow rates in

common applications, such as hot/chilled water fan coils, variable air volume (VAV), sensible-cooling terminal units, and

chillers.

Danfoss 

www.danfoss.com

HVAC Air�ow and Differential Pressure Sensors – Sensaphone
       To help HVAC managers ensure conditions remain within required parameters in critical environments, Sensaphone

offers sensors that measure air�ow and differential pressure. These sensors are ideal for monitoring cooling towers,

air- and water-cooled chillers, air handlers, refrigeration units, power generators, control rooms, clean rooms, computer

rooms, and data centers.   

       The sensors are compatible with most Sensaphone monitoring devices, which provide the necessary alerting and

data logging functionality. When a sensor detects a reading outside of the programmed high or low limit, the user will

receive instant noti�cation. 

       The Sensaphone Duct Mount Air Flow Transmitter measures the rate of air�ow by monitoring the presence or

absence of cool moving air. It measures relative air�ow from 0-16 meters per second.

Sensaphone 

www.sensaphone.com  
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Tomorrow's Environment

Pharma Design Intent Document
Is Demanding but Easy to

Engineer  
Simplicity and the limited number of HVAC systems within a pharma building make

operation, maintenance, and energy conservation performance demanding but easy when
compared to health care applications.

By Howard McKew, P.E., FASHRAE

SCROLL

       Last month, I discussed the potential engineers have to achieve post-COVID-19, high-performance health care. The

pharmaceutical industry has touted high-performance IAQ long before COVID emerged. This is largely because the

product going out the door of pharma production facilities has always been �nancially driven, and the occupants have

always followed mandated restrictions (e.g., masks, hygiene criteria, etc.) the health care community has struggled to

embrace and enforce. As a result, a hospital’s “products” (e.g., healthy patients leaving the building) do not match up to

the pharma “product” because health care facilities are driven by public opinion, reputation, etc. Producing safe drugs

for people mandates zero tolerance. In 2020, hospitals changed their modes of operation by dictating that masks be

worn by everyone within such facilities, and enhanced hygiene procedures were implemented and followed. Hospitals

received very little push back because we were all experiencing the COVID-19 pandemic.

       I have often asked the question, “What is more important, maintaining zero tolerance for the health and welfare of

humans going to a hospital or maintaining zero tolerance for the product pharma �rms are selling to the public?”

       Unlike health care facilities, the pharma industry is far more demanding of those who come and go from their

buildings, while health care facilities are much more lenient. So, health care facilities come in second when it comes to

protecting their “products.”

       I’ve engineered hospital and pharma building projects, following the guidelines, standards, and codes on each

project, and I must admit, it requires a lot more time to design an optimum health care project than a pharma project.

Health care design criteria is �rst separated into three categories:

1. Inpatient spaces with four pages covering room criteria;

2. Outpatient spaces with three pages covering room criteria; and

3. Residential spaces with one page covering room criteria.

Image courtesy of Unsplash.

       Pharmaceutical HVAC design guidelines are exceptionally practical and are backed up by numerous standard

operating procedures (SOPs) to support the continued compliance, e.g. (validation master plans).

       With far less pharma room types and associated design criteria, the engineering is quite a bit simpler. The biggest

difference between the two applications is how the facility is managed. Temperature, humidity, and air �ltration are far

more important to pharma spaces, whether the room is fully occupied or operating at limited occupancy. The

construction of these rooms receives far more attention so as to make sure the rooms are tight, thus maintaining the

design space humidity level. Construction of health care rooms is not as tight with the use of lay-in tile ceilings in many

areas versus plaster ceilings, making it dif�cult for the HVAC operation staff to be able to sustain the engineer’s design

intent document (DID) (e.g., temperature, humidity, space pressure, etc.).

       There is far less diversity when selecting a central air system with a limited number of terminal unit types for a

pharma application versus a hospital application, where the designer has far more options (e.g., chilled beams, fan coil

units, etc.).

       The more complex and/or diversi�ed the HVAC systems, the more emphasis falls on the shoulders of the HVAC

operation and maintenance staff, who need to be knowledgeable on the performance of a large variety of terminal

equipment and device application options. The more diversi�ed the number of HVAC systems within a building, the

greater the challenge for facility staff who must continuously operate each system as ef�ciently as possible. Simplicity

and the limited number of HVAC systems within a pharma building make the operation, maintenance, and energy

conservation performance demanding but easy when compared to health care applications.

Howard McKew, P.E., FASHRAE
Reach Howard McKew at hmckew@bss-consultant.com or at www.buildingsmartsoftware.com

Use this handy shortcut to see years of Howard’s opinions and tips in this column and other
articles.
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ENERGY & POWER METERS

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

BOILER RENTALS & SALES
24/7 EMERGENCY RENTAL SERVICE - STORAGE FACILITIES NATIONWIDE

Nationwide Boiler offers reliable rental boiler equipment, new and stock boiler

sales, emissions control, and combustion-related products. With over 100

rental boilers stored in multiple locations across the country, equipment ranges

from package �retube and watertube boilers, mobile boiler rooms, mobile

feedwater vans, and other boiler auxiliary equipment.

They are a leading supplier of SCR systems for package boilers and various �red

equipment applications, and their controls division in Washougal, WA

fabricates custom UL certi�ed panels, integrated burner management systems,

combustion control packages, fuel trains, and more.

NATIONWIDE BOILER INC.

800-227-1966

www.nationwideboiler.com

There's More to Explore at

esmagazine.com
Listen to Podcasts Advertise with ES Watch Webinars

Contact Mike O’Connor

610-354-9552 or
E-mail at oconnorm@bnpmedia.com
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Sourcebook Premium Sponsorships
Below are the premium listings from our directory. For the complete list of companies and products, go to

www.esmagazine.com/sourcebook
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Sourcebook Premium Sponsorships

Belimo Americas
33 Turner Rd.

Danbury, CT 06810

(800) 543-9038

marketing@us.belimo.com

https://www.belimo.us

BACK

CLICK HERE

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Belimo is a global HVAC market leader in the development, production, and marketing of �eld device solutions for

controlling heating, ventilation, and air conditioning systems. Actuators, control valves, and sensors make up the

company's core business.

**Product Categories**

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Actuators

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Sensors/Transmitters/Transducers

Meters, Flow, Water

Valves, 2, 3 & 4 Way

Valves, Balancing

Valves, Ball

Valves, Butter�y, Flanged, Brass or Bronze

Valves, Butter�y, Flanged, Iron

Valves, Butter�y, Flanged, Steel

Valves, Butter�y, Grooved Ends

Valves, Butter�y, Lug

Valves, Flow Control

Valves, Globe, Brass & Bronze

Valves, Globe, Iron Body

Valves, Mixing, Hot & Cold Water

Valves, Mixing, Steam & Water

Valves, Valve Operators

Valves, Zone Control
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Sourcebook Premium Sponsorships

KMC Controls
19476 Industrial Dr.

New Paris, IN 46553

(574) 831-5250

info@kmccontrols.com

https://www.kmccontrols.com

CLICK HERE

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

BACK

KMC Controls® is an independent American manufacturer known for its customer focus and engineering genius. Their

product solutions for controlling HVAC systems increase operating ef�ciency, optimize energy usage, and improve IAQ.

BACnet digital controls, analog controls, pneumatic controls, sensors, meters, actuators, valves, and software make up

the company’s core business.

**Product Categories**

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Actuators

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Analog Controllers

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Building Automation Systems

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Digital Controllers

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Drivers

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Ethernet

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Network Diagnostic Equipment

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Pneumatic Controls, for HVAC Systems

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Pneumatic Controls, for Refrigeration Systems

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Routers

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Sensors/Transmitters/Transducers

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Software

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Thermostats

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Workstations

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Zone Controls

Energy Management Systems

Indoor Air Quality (IAQ), Air Cleaning System

Indoor Air Quality (IAQ), Duct Decontamination, Microbiological

Meters, Air Velocity

Meters, Volume, Air & Gas

Sensors, Electrical

Sensors, Leak

Sensors, Moisture

Sensors, Smoke

Software, Calculating Energy Consumption

Software, Data Acquisition

Software, HVAC/R

Software, Indoor Air Quality

Software, System Control & OptimizationValves, 2, 3 & 4 Way

Valves, Automatic Control

Valves, Automatic Shutoff with Manual Reset

Valves, Bypass

Valves, Digital

Variable Air Volume (VAV), Units, Variable Air Volume Control, for Air Conditioning
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Sourcebook Premium Sponsorships

LG Electronics USA Inc.
4300 N. Point Pkwy., Ste. 200

Alpharetta, GA 30022

https://www.lghvac.com

BACK

CLICK HERE

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

LG Air Conditioning Technologies is a leading manufacturer in the global air conditioning market with innovative

commercial and residential air conditioners and building management solutions. With a robust lineup of ducted and

duct-free products, LG enables customers to develop the solution that’s perfectly suited for their project.

**Product Categories**

Air Conditioners, AHUs

Air Conditioners, Duct split

Air Conditioners, Ductless split

Air Conditioners, Heat Pump

Air Conditioners, Portable

Boilers, Waste Heat Recovery

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Building Automation Systems

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Cooling

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Heating

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Software

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Thermostats

Building Automation Systems (BAS), Zone Controls

Ductwork & Related, Anti-Corrosive Duct Coatings
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Sourcebook Premium Sponsorships

Thermo-Cycler Industries Inc.
111 Hamilton St. P.O. Box 22

Union Mills, IN 46382

(219) 767-2990

sales@thermocycler.com

https://www.thermocycler.com

BACK

CLICK HERE

**To see all product photos, downloads, and more!**

Since 1984, Thermo-Cycler Industries has specialized in  energy ef�cient air turnover heating and ventilation systems

for industrial buildings and warehouses.  Equipment selections available in gas �red, oil �red, hot water, and steam from

200 Mbh to 2000 Mbh.

**Product Categories**

Heat Recovery Units

Heat Recovery Units, Air to Air, Rotary

Heat Recovery Units, Ventilators

Heaters, Indirect-Fired

Package Equipment Units, Makeup Air, Heating & Ventilating, Direct Fired

Package Equipment Units, Makeup Air, Heating & Ventilating, Indirect Fired

Ventilation/ Ventilators, Energy Recovery Ventilators

Ventilation/ Ventilators, Heat Recovery

Ventilation/ Ventilators, Unit, Mixing, Outdoor Air with Room Air
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